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Abstract 
In this thesis a determination of the quotient of the hadronic and lqito11ic widths 
of the 2 0 is presented, through the measurement of the ratio of cross sectio11s 
a(e+e- --+ hadrons)/a(e+e- --+ leptons) where leptons are muons or taus. Tlw 
classification of the different Zo decay modes is based on the Neural Network ted1· 
nique. An algorithm of "learn and grow" has been developed to train tlw Neural 
Network. The data used were collected by the ALEPH detector at CEHN's LEP 
accelerator during the 1991 running period. 
Resum 
En aquesta tesi, presentem una determinació del q11ucie11t de les arnpl;,d,·s 
hadroniques i leptoniques del bosó Z0 , mesurant el quocient. de seccio11s die,"·"' 
o-(e+e- -t hadrons)/o-(e+e- -t leptons) on leptons s<Í!l muo!ls i taus. La < l.tslli 
cació deis diversos modes de desintegració del bosó Zu ha estat basada en l<t t.<'-, 11ica 
de xarxes neuronals. Per entrenar la xarxa, un algorisu1e de "creix i apri,11" lia 
estat desenvolupat. Les dades hau estat recollides pel detector ALEPll ,j1.11al a 
l'accelerador LEP al CE!{N durant l'any 1991. 
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Laberinto 
No habrá nunca una puerta. Est&; adeutro 
Y el alcázar abarca el universo 
Y no tiene ni anverso ni reverso 
Ni externo muro ni secreto centro. 
No esperes que el rigor de tu camino 
Que tercamente se bifurca en otro, 
Que tercamente se bifurca en otro, 
Tendrá fin. Es de hierro tu destino 
Como tu juez. No aguardes la ernlwst.ida 
Del toro que es un hombre y cuya cxtraúa 
Forma plural da horror a la maraúa 
De interminable piedra entretejida. 
No existe. Nada esperes. Ni siqui1~ra 
En el negro crepúsculo la fiera. 
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The quantity R is defined as the ratio of the hadronic to the leptonic part ial widths 
of the Zo, 
( 1.1) R= I\ 
- ¡~ 
or in others words the quotieut of the probabilities of the Zu decayiug to li;ulrur" 
versus a lepton-a.ntilepton pair. The decay to hadrons is the surn uf <di accessil,1,. 
quark-antiquark final states. 
The interest in measuring R lies in the fact that it is seusitive tu llw stro11g 
coupling consta.nt a,. Considering QCD radiative corrections to order ( J( o_;) iu tlw 
M S scheme [8], 
(1.2) R =Ro[!+ l.060(n,/rr) + (0.9 ± O.l)(n,/rr) 2 - !5(n,/rr )"J 
where Ro = 19.943±0.03 is the value of R when no fiual state strong iuteradiu11s ar<· 
considered. The principal adva.ntage of determining u, fro111 /{in,,+,. an11ihilaliu11 
is that there is little dependence on fragmeutation models or jet algorith111s, wlridr 
in turn means a considerable reduction in theoretical uncertaiHties, wlrile fr,>111 a11 
experimental point of view a reduction in systernatic errors cau be adrievt·d. Tlw 
main experimental disadvantage of this quantity is tlrat tire error is expeded to lw 
dominated by the statistical uucertainty in measuring the relatively small l<·ptu11i< 
widtb. Tbe statistical error in a, is given by 6.o,:::; rr6.R/ /(. 
Tbere are methods to experimentally determine ü, fronr tlw <'vent l.opulugy Tlw 
various measurements of event shapes at LE!' can lw coml>irwd to grv<· ct v<d1w ul 
2 ntroduction 
a,(Mz)=0.115±0.008 (9). This is an unweighted average of the LEP results. The 
error is dominantly systematic, arising from hadronization and scale uncertainties. 
In e+ e- collisions, R is not a directly measurable quantity. There is, however, a 
closely related observable, namely tbe ratio of the number of hadronic and leptonic 
events observed at center-of-mass energies near the Z0 pole, 
(1.3) Q¡ = a(e+e- -t hadron) 
a(e+e- -t 1+1-¡ ' 
where 1 stands for muons or taus. This quantity is directly related to the ratio of 
the hadrouic width to the leptonic width and is very sensitive to íts value. In order 
to get the value of a, with a precision of 10 % , one needs to measure this ratio 
with a precision of about .5 % . 
Two other methods have been proposed to measure a:, from the hadronic width 
at LEP. One can extract the hadronic width from the value of the total width of the 
Z0 , obtained from a fit to the line shape. Assuming that one can measure the total 
width with an error ófz = 50MeV, the corresponding uncertainty in the hadronic 
width is 
( 1.4) ófh ~ =2.8%, r;:- = 1789 
aud since the size of the radiative QCD corrections to rh is small, on the order 
of ';;' = 0.035, the corresponding uncertainty in the determination of a:, is large, 
approximately 70%. 
A second method is to extract the hadronic widtb from a direct measurement 
of the hadronic cross section. In the peaking approximation we obtain 
( 1.5) J + , 67r
2 I\r,+,-
a(e e- -t hadrons)dE = - 2 -r--· Mz z 
In the right haud side of eq. 1.5 the hadronic width appears both in the numerator 
and in the denominator, as the total width is simply the sum of ali partial widths. 
Therefore there is a reduced sensitivity to the strong corrections. In leading order 
in°'• one has 
( 1.6) rh = f1( 1 + a:,_s_l 
fz fz irfz 
lntroductic 3 
------------
This method is well applicable only if the absolute luminosity is very well mea:;ured, 
so as to compensate for the above mentione<l effect. 
It can be concluded that the technique of obtaining o .• from R is lhe most 
sensitive, and therefore this work will concentrale on a high pr<"<isio11 weasureuwnt 
of the related observable, namely Q1• 
In Chapter 2, a theoretical expression for Q1 a:; a fu11ctiün R aJl(I " set uf four 
other parameters is developed withiu the framework of the Stan<lard Modd. Tliis 
relation demonstrates that Q1 is highly sensitive to R hut rather insensitive to th .. 
other parameters. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the descriptiou of the experimental apparalus, tlw 
ALEPH detector, describiug in detail the sul><letectors 111ust rd .. vant to tl1<· a11alysis. 
The original coutributiou is a uew method to cla:;sify the <lifforeut decays of tlie 
Z0 , using the Neural Network technique, which is described in chapter 4. A 1ww 
algorithm of "learn-aud-grow" to train a Neural Network ha:; beeu dewloped <111d 
is fully described in appendix A. 




As introduced in the previous chapter, the quotient Ro[ hadronic width aud leptonic 
width of the Z0 , is uot a directly measurable quantity in e+ e- collisions. lnstead, it 
is possible to measure quantities which are very sensitive to R, that is the quotients 
of the hadronic cross section and the leptonic cross sections at the Z0 peak 
(2.l) Q = o-(e+e---+ hadrons) 
µ o-(e+e---+ µ+µ-) , 
(2.2) Q _ o-(e+e- -t hadrons) 
,- o-(e+e--tr+r-)' 
where leptons are muon and tau particles. lt is tben necessary to compute the 
cross section for hadronic and leptonic events at the Z0 peak in terms of the partial 
widths already mentioned. It is also necessary to include ali radiative corrections, 
as they are larger than the experimental uncertainties. lt is possible to compute 
these cross sections in two different ways. One of them is to adopt the Standard 
Model (SM) while the other is a model independent parametrization, which will 
be the form finally used. Nevertheless, it is instructive to follow the Standard 
Model formulation, and then derive from it in a natural way the model independent 
parametrization. 
2.1 The Standard Model 
The Standard Model [ 1 J is based on the invariance of the lagrangian under transfor-
mation of the gauge group SU(3)c@ SU('2)L ®U( 1 )y, which is the direct product 
:.i. l '!'he ~té' u-d Model 5 
of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) 
electroweak theory. 
The GWS model is a non abelian gauge theory with spontaneous symmetry 
breaking, based on the gauge group SU(2)L@ U( 1 )y of weak isospin and hyper-
charge that unifies electromagnetic and weak interactions. Sorne of the vector gauge 
bosons resulting from the local gauge invariauce acquire a mass through the Higgs 
mechanism, preserving the gauge invariance ueeded for renormalizability. 
QCD is also a non abelian gauge theory based, iu the color group S(l(:J)<". 
The eight gauge bosons ( gluous ) obtaiued as a result of the local invaria11u· are 
responsible for the strong iuteractions among quarks. 
The constituents of the minimal Standard Model are: 
• the fermionic fields of matter grouped into three fa111ilies of lept.011s <111d 
quarks 1 and placed into representations of the gauge group in the fullowing 
way: 
- Leptons 
* isospin doublets and color singlets 
( 
Vel ) ( Vµl ) ( l/, I ) 
CL Y--1 µL Y--1 TL Y--.! 
- 2 - 2 - 2 
* isospin singlets and color singlets 
( t:R )Y=-1 ( µR )Y=-1 ( TR )Y~-1 
Quarks2 
* isospin doublets and color triplets 
( 
UL ) ( CL ) ( I¿ ) 
dL Y=; sí_ Y=k b'¿ }~~~ 
* isospin singlets and color triplets 
( UR )Y=~ 
( dR )Y=-j 
( CR )Y~~ 
(SR )Y=-~ 
( 111 )Y~~ 
( b'.i. ) }' ~ ~ 
lThe nun1ber of fa.milies is not constra.íned by tLe theory. However the rereut 111ea..,urt>11w11b 
given by the LEP experiment.,; restricts tbe ouml>er of familieb with light neutnuos tu thrc-e 
6 Theory 
where {d', s', b'} are linear combinations of the { d, s, b} quarks, the rnass 
eigenstates. The unitary matrix which relates the isospin and rnass 
eigenstates is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, which depends 
on three angles and a phase that have to be measured experimentally. In 
the leptonic sector these angles are not observed in the limit of massless 
neutrinos. 
• Gauge boson fields, mediators of the interactions: 
- the photon 1 responsible for the electromagnetic interaction. 
the bosons w±, Z responsible for the charged and neutral weak interac-
tion respectively. 
- and the eight gluons 9ab responsible for the strong interaction. 
• Higgs fields2 , producing spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
2.1.1 Interactions between gauge bosons and fermions 
The gauge fields associated to the generators of the electroweak gauge group SU(2)d9 
U(l)y are a triplet of vector gauge fields W,. for SU(2)L and a scalar gauge field 
B,. for U(l)y with coupling constants g and g' respectively. The hypercharge Y is 
related to the electromagnetic charge Q by the expression, 
Q = /3 +y 
where /3 is the third isospin component. 
After spontaneous symmetry breaking of the electroweak lagrangian, the phys-
ical content of the mass terms for the vector bosons becomes transparent by per-
forming the transformation from W,., B,. to the "physical" fields, 
± 1 1 2 W,. = J2(W,. ± W") 
and, 
Z,. = cosOww; + sinOwB,.. 
A,.= -sinOww; + cosOwB,.. 
2The top quark (t) and the Higgs tields are predicted only. 
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where Ow is known as the weak mixing angle defined as the ratio of the y a11d y' 







cosOw = Mz 
where Mw and Mz are the masses of the gauge fields W,1' and Z,, respectiwly. 
ldentifying the massless field A,. with the photon which couples to tht' electrun 
via the electric charge e, the following relationship holds: 
or, analogously 
gg'- ... (;: = Jg'2 ~ g2 
e = g sin Ow e = g' cos Ow. 
From the Standard Model Jagrangian describing the coupling of lhe fnmiou fil'lds 
to vector bosons, we get the Feynman rules for the gauge field-fermion i11teractiuus, 
~ w± ~~~ I 
~ 
~~< 
1 iq,.( l - /s) 2'/'isinBw 
iq,.(v¡ -- a¡1s) 
-it:Qn,.. 
8 Theory 
where the neutral current coupling constants are given by, 
V¡ 
I[-2Q1 sin2 llw _ 1 
2 sin llw cos Ow = 2 sin Ow cos Ow 9"1 
¡f 1 
3 ------
2sin8wcos8w = 2sinllwcos8w 9ª 1 
(2.4) a¡ = 
where IÍ and Q¡ denote the third isospin component and the electric charge of a 
given fermion species J. 
2.2 Total cross section with non-photonic correc-
tions 
For the total cross section [40] we are interested in the following channels 
e+e--+ µ+µ-
e+e- -+ r+r-
e+ e- -+ hadrans 
The diagrams contributing at tree leve! to the process e+e--+ Jf(f of e) are those 
shown in figure 2.1. 
(a) ~ (b) ~ t/ /._z_~ 
Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams contributing at tree level to the process e+ e- -+ 
Jf(Jf.e). 
For the calculations we use the on-shell (OS) renormalization scheme. The 
lepton masses are known experimentally. The quark masses represent a suitable 
parametrization of the dispersion relation results for the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion. We also require Mw, which is obtained from the muon decay constant C,. and 
2.2 Total c1 section with non-photonic corrections 9 





where li.r includes the radiative corrections due to a change of the scale frorn low 
energy to the Z0 mass. The results will depend on the unknown paranwters of tlie 
Standard Model: Mz, the mass of the Zo boson; m., the ma_,;s of tlie top quark; 
MH, the mass of the Higgs boson; and a,, the QCD coupling coustant. 
2.2.1 Lowest order widths and cross sections 
The relation between Mw aud G,., when electroweak radiative rnrrertions in llllH>ll 
decay are considered, reads 
2 . 2 7r0 l M srn Ow = ··------
w ,/2G,.l-.ó.r (2.6) 
Relation (2.6) is used to determine Mw or equivalently (in OS sdiemc) 
(2.7) s~ = sin 28w = ¡ _ Mf¡, Mz. 
z 
In lowest order, the partial width of a Z0 decayiug into a ferrnion pair is giwn by 
[40] 
(2.8) 







Ne representing the number of colors and m¡ the mass of the fermion. 
Making use of the relation (2.6) aud eq. (2. 7), the lowest or<ler widtl1 uw also 
be written in terms of e,, 
·(O) G,.M~pm} (2.10) f = N --- l - --·-Z-+Jf c24rr,/2 M~ 
( 4m} , 3 2·2( 2rn})) 1 - M~ + (u1 - 4Q1s.,) 1 + f..Tj 
10 Theory 
For a fixed Mz, m, and MH one can determine Ll.r and consequently from eqs. (2.6) 
and (2.7) Mw and s~. The total widtb is given by 
(2.11) r (O) _ '"" r(O) . Z -L Z->JJ 
f 
lt should be noted tbat in tbe massless fermion case the partía! width (2.8) reduces 
to: 
(2.12) ri~1i = L + I'+ = ~NcMz (Jg/J2 + JgjJ 2), 
wbere the -, + sign refers to the belicity of /, with j having the opposite. The 
total cross section in lowest order for e+e- -r f J with massless fermions reads 
(2.13) ao(s) = 4rra2 Ncs2 3s -4 {I g;g¡ 2 •-Mi+;M r + Q.Q, 1 2 2 ' 
+ 1 g; gr 2 
•-Mi+;Mzf' + Q,Q, 1 
2 ' 
+I g:g, 2 
•-Mi+;MzfZ + Q.~, 1 
+I g:gt 2 •-M~+iM2í2 + Q.~, 1 } 
The four terms in the cross section correspond to tbe following helicity combi-
nations for e+, e-, J and /: (+ - + -), (+- - +), (- + + -), and (- + - +). 
Taking íor rz::::: r~> and using the definition (2.i2) ror the <lecay wi<lths into 





( ) Ne '°" 1 C,,,, Q,Q¡l2 aos =-L 2 +--48rr ><,><, s - Mz + iMzl'z s 
1 ! 
24rrl'l_q, C,,,, = ±>.,>.¡ N} Mz 
where the ± sign correspond to l} = ± ~ of the final state and >.,>. 1 refer to the 
h .. l" 1Lws of tlw t'- a.nd f. Carrying out the summations over tbose states, the total 
2.2 Total cr section with non-photomc correct1011s 11 
cross section in lowest order for e+e- -r f j reads 
(2.16) ao(s) = sNc [12rrl',l'¡ f(s - Mfr)] 4rrQjo'N, (s - M 2 ) 2 + M 2 r 2 M 2 N + + ----·-z Z Z z e s 3s 
witb 
(2.17) 1 = ±4rr~,Q¡a (ri(e)- I'~(e)) (riul -1'1(f)) 
NZMz 
The first term in eq. (2.16) is tbe Breit-Wigner fonn for a spin l reso11<Lwe uf 
mass Mz and widtb rz, while tbe last term is the pure QED cross seniu11. Tlw 
interference term I is positive for the expected value of s~ and srnallest for lept.011 
pair production. 
2.2.2 The corrected partial and total widths 
The first order corrections to l'z(o) can be divided in four classes: 
l. Non-photonic loop corrections 
2. Photonic loop corrections and radiative decays 
3. QCD corrections 
4. Decay into three or more particles 
Tbe non pbotonic correction in OS scheme have been discussed extensively u1 
reís. [4, 5). The value of I'\~» is generally larger than the one outained from (:!.10). 
However tbe one loop correction is small such that the corrected widths cnd up 
almost the same. Therefore eq. (2.10) is a good representation of llw width at lt·asl 
for m, < 150GeV. 
Tbe photonic correctious give a rnultiplicative factor l + .51.2f;¡¡, wlt.-r.-
(2.18) . :.lü ., ÓQED = -Q¡ 4rr 
wbich is smaller than 0.17%. lt should be noted that althougli we disrn>s ti"' (¿Fl> 
corrections to the cross sections in sectiou 2.:.1. l, we include here tlw QEI) com·dio11 
to tbe width. The reason is that it will have au effect 011 the propagator as W•· will 
12 Theory 
see in the next section. The QCD corrections a.re obtained by multiplying the quark 
decays by the factor 1 + ÓQCD· We will be back over this point later. Decays into 
three or more particles also represent corrections to the lowest order width. Two 
types were already treated above in the form of QED and QCD corrections. Of the 
other possible decays only the decay (ref.[6]) Z -t H f J is of relevance, but only 
when MH :S IOGeV. The others decays are negligible 17]. 
2.2.3 Total cross section with electroweak corrections 
The lowest order total cross section for massless fermions given by eq. (2.13) is 
of order a 2 except at s = M~ where it is of order o.0 . Sin ce r z is related to the 
imaginary part of the self-energy, the one-loop corrections to the propagator (see 
figure 2.2) a.re not sufficient and tw<>-loop corrections should be taken into account 
in the resonance region. 




e+ V q w+ 
z 
• = o o o o 
e- ¡; q w-
(Z·Z tenn only) 
Figure 2.2: Propagator corrections to s-channel driven processes in a physical gauge. 
Besides the modifications of coupling constants by vertex corrections (see figure 
2.3), 
the introduction of very small box diagrams (see figure 2.4), the electroweak cor-
rections amount to the replacements 
(2.19) 1 1 -t--
s s + E.,(s)' 
(2.20) 
s -M¿ + iMzfz -t s - M¿ + Ez(s)' 
i.i Total cr< sectwn w1th 11on-photo111c correct10ns 
!/ f 
f' ~z ~~~IW 
j~ f' 
" j 
~ ~2 !~ ', '• 
·~ 
~/ 
















E.,(s) = L:.,.,(s) - s _ M¿ + Lzz(s) 
L:'z(s) 
E.,(s) Ezz(s)- s+°'E.,.,(;J 
These expressions a.re obtained from a Dyson series summation involviug tlie renor· 
malized one particle irreducible self-energies E.,.,, l:zz and L:.,z. Besidcs the abov" 
propagators, one has also to include a ¡-Z mixing propagator, which tak•·s tlw form 
(2.23) L:.,z(s) -· D., z ( s) = ;¡-:;-=-Mftf;T.~)) 
In these expressions, the real parts of L:., aud l°:z are taken in first ordn. TI"' 










Figure 2.4: Box corrections to s-channel driven processes. 
Theory 
part of Ezz should be evaluated in second order. These is done by the following 
approximation 
(2.24) ImE~1(s) = ~2 ImE~i(Mn 
z 
where the latter expression is related to the first order correction to the w idth. 
Ali corrections to the widtb contribute to eq. (2.24) except for the wave function 
renormalization of the Z and -yZ mixing contributions. These can be seen by 






s - M"¿ + Ez(s) - l + Ilz(M"¿) s - Mz2 + i/mEzM(•/.' 
l+llz( J:) 
Ilz(Mi) = oReEz (Mi) 
os 
ImEz(Mi) 
Mzfz = 1 + Ilz(Mff 
The denominator in eq. (2.27) represents the wave function renormalization of the 
Z. It gives a first order correction to fz. 
Besides the propagator effects, vertex corrections replace the couplings gj and 
gj by s dependent form fa.ctors. The box diagrams turn out to be very small and 
can ue uegle"ted iu the total cross section. 
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2.2.4 Approximate expressions 
As mentioned in tbe previous section, the modification of the total cross sectiou 
(2.13) due to electroweak corrections is mainly caused l>y the introduction of s-
dependent form factors, whicb replace tbe coupling constants g±, and the rhanges 
to tbe propagators of (2.19), (2.20) and (2.23). Thus, in severa! places ·'·depe11dt·11t 
quantities replace the original constants. Also, the val11es for ·' ""' M1 aw diffcrrnt 
from the lowest order quantities. 
In the region s = Mi, the s-dependeuce of L:z(s) in eq. (:!.20) is import<u1t wliíl<· 
the other s-dependences ha ve a small influence. The s-dependeuces of l m ~¿( s) 11ear 
the resonance can be well approximated by the replacement 
(2.28) 1 1 -------- --t --------·------
s - M¿ + iMz f z s-M¿+isl';;/Mz. 
The other s-dependent corrections can be evaluated at s = M~. Effectiv,,Jy, wc ¡;d. 
new coupling constants g±( M1) and 
(2.29) 
e:L 
e2 (M~) = ITfi,(M¿)' 
where 
(2.30) fl,(s) = Rd.:n(s) 
s 
In the constants g±(Mn also forrn factors effects are in corporalt'd. Tliis is 11ot 
done for the coupling to photons. The imaginary parts of the forrn facturs a11d ~;, 
are neglected at this point. Finally, we have the following approxirnatiun for tlie 
electroweak corrected total cross section for massless fermions: 
(2.31) a s - --- + ---·-( ) _ { s [12irr,r, INc(s - M~)) (s - M¿)2 + s2 !'~/M¿ Mi s 
4 2 a
2 (s)Nc} +3irQ1--5 - (1 + ÓqcD), 
Where !', and 1'1 are the electroweak corrected partial widths witho11t. QEl.J and 
QCD corrections. The quantity I is given by eq. (2.17) , where o is n( Mj) and 
the helicity partial widths contain electroweak correctious. 
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2.3 The QED corrections to the total cross sec-
tion 
The various possible QED corrections are discussed (figure 2.5). Then the rnost 
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Figure 2.5: QED corrections to s-channel dríven processes. a) Real bremsstrahlung. 
b) Virtual photon exchange. 
2.3.1 The importance of various QED contributions 
When one considers the full first order QED correction to the cross section, one 
finds a contribution from initial state radiation, final state radiation, and from the 
interference between initial and final state radiation. When no cuts on the outgoing 
fermions are imposed, the final state radiative correction isjust eq. (2.18) and it is 
small. Wheu a striugent cut ou the fermion pair iuvariant mass is applied the cor-
rection can become negative and large. The size of the interference contribution to 
the total cross sectiou is uegligible. Tlms, only the initial state radiative correction 
:.:.;:> ·1 he 4.t;JJ ~orrectlons to the total cross sect1011 u 
remains (see figure 2.6). It is sizeable dueto the occurrence of large logarillirns uf 
the type: 
(2.32) s l = /n--2-
,, 11lt: 




Figure 2.6: lnitial state bremsstrahluug. The propagator of thc interna! ,.¡<'et ro11 
lines gives a contríbution proportioual to L. 
2.3.2 Initial state photon radiation 
A standard second order calculatiou is needed iu order to consider iuitial sl<d.<· phu 
ton radiation. One has to calculate double bremsstrahlung, the 01wloop currerliu11s 
to single bremsstrahlung and the two-loop vertex corrections. The res11ll c;w be 
written in the form 
(2.33) u(s) = { dzu.,(sz)G(z), 
where, the cross section including weak corrections is denoted by a"'(sz), 1.c. <'<¡. 
(2.31). The invariant mass of the produced fermion pair is given by 




4_1 S Zo S Z :'.:'. l. 
s 
Unless specified differeutly, thc cut-off iuvariant mass z0 will be ·1rnj. 111 general 
the function descríbiug the photonic radiation G( z) has the followi11g expa11sio11 
(2.36) Q (ª)'2 G(z)=ó(l-z)+;(a11L+aio)+ :;; (a11L 2 +a11L+a:w) 




In the full second arder calculation the coefficients a 1;, i = O, 1, 2 are obtained. 
Instead of performing the explicit second arder QED calculation, one may apply 
the QCD structure approach to QED problems. Usually this method is used to 
obtain the leading logarithms, i.e. the terms 
(2.37) (;)"annln 
in eq. (2.36) up to a certain n. When a number of terms of the farm (2.37) has been 
obtained, certain parts of ann generalize to higher n values. Then it is often possible 
to carry out the summation over n in eq. (2.36) far those parta of the terms ann, 
which are related to soft photons. The latter representa a specific exponentiation 
of sorne terma in the first arder result. 
We adopt the exponentiation as in refs. [41] and [42] where the complete subleading 
logarithms have been obtained in the structure function approach. The radiator 
function reads 
(2.38) G(z) = ¡3(1 _ z)il-1óv+s + ÓH, 
with 
(2.39) 2a /3 = -(L - 1), 
1T 
(2.40) óv+s = 1 + ó¡+s + ór+s, 
(2.41) ÓH = óf + Ó~, 
(2.42) ó¡+s =; GL + 2((2)- 2), 
(2.43) óv+s = (;)2 [ G- 2((2)) L2 + (-;~ + ~l ((2) + 3((3)) L. 
6 2 9 3 19] 
--((2) - -((3) - 6((2)ln2 + -((2) + -5 2 8 4 , 
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(2.44) óf = -~(1 + z)(L - !), 
1T 
(2.45) 
H (°') 2 1 2 [ 4 ] Ó = - -(L -1) (1 + z)(3lnz - 4ln(I - z)) - --lnz - 5 - z . 2 1T 2 1-z 
In these definitions the Riemann zeta function has been introduced, ((2) = 1T 2/6 
and ((3) ~ 1.202. 
The terms óy+s, óf +s originate from first and second arder virtual and soft 
photon corrections. Similarly óf and ó~ originate from single and double hard 
bremsstrahlung. 
The convolution (2.33) of the cross section with the radiator function (2.38) 
results in an important defarmation of the z0 line shape, lowering the observable 
cross-section by about 30% at the peak. 
2.3.3 Results for a1 and O'h cross sections 
The radiative cross section far fermion pair production (2.31 ), can be rnodified to 
obtain a model independent formula as in ref [48]. The idea is to ha.vean expression 
far the cross sections that depends only on the four parameters r f, r z' r,, and i'.J z. 
Firstly, the QCD corrections enter through a multiplicative factor ( l + ÓQcu) 
but, when this factor multiplies the hadron width it is absorbed to have tlie fully 
corrected physical width, with the replacement 
(2.46) l\(I + Óqcv)-+ l'h 
The pure photon exchange term is considered as a known background and com-
puted from pure QED. There is no way to write the interference term 1 in terms of 
the faur above mentioned parameters. A small model dependency is introduced by 
computing this term in the standard model (i.e. (2.12), (2.17)). Tbe a.dual size of 
l is small far values of sin20'" in a rea.sonable range. 
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The QED coupling constant a is taken as a function of s by applying the QED 
one-loop corrections to the photon propagator, 
(2.47) Q a(s) = ¡ _ b.a 
with, 
(2.48) Q ( s ) b.a = -3 :LQJ ln2 + b.ah 7r 1 m¡ 
where, the index l run over charged leptons and a is taken in the Thompson 
limit (i.e. a= 1/137.036), while the contribution from quarks (ref. [3]) is 
(2.49) b.ah =a+ b [1n~ +e(~ - l)] 
where s0 is taken to be 922Gev2 . 
To apply the initial-state radiation correction, the cross section should be con-
voluted with the QED initial state radiator. However, QED corrections to I'. would 
be included twice. In order to avoid this double correction the following substitution 
has been applied 
(2.50) r I'. .-t----(1 + ÓQED) 
where, ÓqED '.:::'. 0.173 as defined by eq. (2.18). 
In order to include final state corrections up to O( a) to the terms that are not 
Z exchange, the pure QED term is multiplied by the factor ( l + ÓQED) for lepton 
pair production and (11/3 + (35/27)óQED) for hadron productiou. The interference 
term for lepton pair production in turn reads 
(2.51) _ 4irQ1a(s)a(Mi). (g+ + g;). (gt + gl). (1 + ÓQED) /¡ - ~ e 
while for hadrons 
(2.52) h -12rn(s)a(M¿) 6 
. (g: + g;) L (g: + g;)Qq(l+ Q~ÓQED) 
q=u,d,~.c,b 
wLere gj and gj are given by eqs. (2.9). 
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QCD corrections enteras a multiplicative factor l + Óqco where 
(2.53) Óqco = a¡ª• + a2( 0 ' ) 2 + a3 ( a, )3 + 7r 7r 7r 
The coefl.icients a, are taken from reí. [8] a 1 = 1.060, a2 = 0.90, a3 = - l ;¡_ 
After including ali the rnodifications mentioned above, a11<l followi11g tite pre· 
scriptions of ref. [48], the explicit expression for the 11011-radia.tive ero" section for 
lepton pair production becomes 
(2.54) s 
a¡(s) =0- M¿)2 + s2f'~/~ 
[
l27rfef1 l li(s -· Mf;)] 
--- -····-- + ----
Mi · ¡ + ÓqED s 
47rQfa2 (s) 
+ _ .(J + ÓQED), 
whereas for hadron production it is 
(2.55) ah(s) s (s - Mi)2 + s2 1'~/M1 
[
l27rf'.l\ 1 h(s - Mi)( ó ] 
-M2 ·¡+r + I+ Qcv) 
Z ºQED S 
47ra2 (s) (11 35 ) 
+ - 3-5-. 3 + 27ÓQEIJ (J + ÓQCIJ). 
If we evaluate the expressions above at the Z0 peak (i.e. s = Mf;) we ha.ve for 
the di-leptonic final state 
(2.56) ¡ QED o + <7¡ 
<7¡ = <7¡ ¡ + ÓQED 
where, 




is the non-radiative peak cross section from Z excha11ge, 
and 
(2.58) 17~ED = 47ra2 ( Mf;) 3Af2""(J + ÓQ;;o) 
z 
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is the pure QED cross section with the radiative corrections corresponding to di-
leptonic final states. 





o +ah ah= ahl + ÓqED 
1211-r,rh 
a2 = Af2f2 · 
z z 
is the non-radiative peak cross section from Z exchange, 
and 
(2.61) QED - 4ira2( M~). (.!..!. + 35 ÓqED) ( 1 + Óqco) 
ªh - 3M~ 3 27 
is the pure QED cross section with the radiative corrections corresponding to 
hadronic final states. For massless leptons f 1 = r, = r µ = f'r, and their cross-
sections a.re ali equal. Taking the mass of the lepton different from zero but small, 
m1 « Mz, in eq. (2.10), the following substitution should be made 
(2.62) 6m~ r, _, r,(I - M1 ). 
The difference 1 - ~ is considerably different from 1 only for the tau lepton, 
z 
taking the value 0.9977 . The model independent cross sections (2.54) and (2.55) 
have to be convoluted according to (2.33) in order to take initial state radiation 
into account. 
2.3.4 Sensitivity of Qµ and Qr to R 
To have an idea of the dependence of Qµ and Qr on the four physical parameters 
Mz, fz, a2 and R, let's compute the quotients Qµ and Qr using the expressions for 
the cross section at the Z0 peak without initial state radiation (2.56) and (2.59). 
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Considering afED /a? « 1, neglecting the term proportional to ( a~ED a~ED)/(a)')' 




a~ _ !:_i: = R 
a? - r, -
Q1 = R [ 1 + ( a~ED _ Ra~ED) ~-±~;rn l 
h 
Although expression (2.65) ignores iuitial state radiation, it serves tu illustra.te 
the functional dependence uf Q1 on the parameters. The main dependence is linear 
with respect to R. The dependence on 1'2 is small of order 10-:!, as it in tliis appro' 
imation, is through the ratio a~ED /a~. In this approximatio11, Q1 is i1Hkpe11d .. nt 
of M, and r,. 
Then evaluating the QED cross sections and taking a~ 
parabola 
(2.66) Q¡ =- J.00108 R 2.84 X 10-• R' 
4 l .611b wt· l1av<· tlw 
That pa.rabola can be approximated to a straight liue iu the interval [20,:?l). wilh 
a slope of 0.989 andan intercept of 0.12. 
Finally, the cross sections (2.54) and (2.54) have been convoluted as indicated in 
(2.33) by numerical methods to get the final fitting formula. The sen:;itivity of Qµ 
and Qr to R has been studied by varying separately each of the four parameters /\1 L, 
r z, a~ and R (figure 2. 7). As we see in the figure, Q1 once again practically dt>¡wnds 
only on R and its dependence is linear. The dependence of Q1 011 R rt>pr{'sent:; a 
sensitivity to a, (eq. (J.2)) as iudicated in figure 2.7 d. 
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Figure 2.7: Sensitivity of Qµ respect to Mz, fz, a~ and R at the Z0 peak; 
a)fz = 2.501GeV, a~= 41.6nb and R = 20.69; 
b)Mz = 91.187Gev, a~= 41.6nb and R = 20.69; 
c)Mz = 91.187(,',.,v, l'z = 2.50!GeV, and R = 20.69; 




The ALEPH experiment 
3.1 The LEP collider 
LEP, the Large Electron Positron storage ring [JO], is a circular accelnalo1 silt·d al 
the European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN, Geneva) and SJ>dll!lillg the 






Figure 3. l: The LEP riug. 
km of circumfereuce whose deptl1 below ground rauge:; fro111 ."¡() tu 17U 111 d11·· to 1 lw 
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rise and fa!! of the terrain. LEP is, in fact, a big (nearly circular) octagon which 
consists of 8 ares and 8 straight sections. Electrons and positrons are accelerated in 
four bunches each (changed to eight since September 1992), in opposite directíons. 
These bunches are steered to collide at each of the four experimental areas where 
the detectors L3 [11], ALEPH, OPAL [12] and DELPHI {13] (see figure 3.1) are 
located. 
The accelerator program is cornprised of two phases. In the first ( current) phase, 
it accelerates, stores and collides electrons and positrons up to a beam energy of 
55 GeV. Ata center-of-rnass energy around 90 GeV, LEP produces Z bosons with 
a lurninosity of the order of 1031 cm-2 s-1 . In a second phase, an increase of a 
center-of-rnass energy up to 200 GeV, above W-pair production threshold, and a 
luminosity of approxirnately 1032cm-2 s- 1 are planned. Polarized bearns are also 
foreseen. 
lSS 1 
Figure 3.2: Scherne of the LEP injectors and accelerators. 
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As shown in figure 3.2, the LEP injection chain starts in the LINear ACcelerator 
(LINAC) which accelerates electrons and positrons in two stages. Tlw electrom are 
first accelerated up to 200 Me V. Part of the electrons are used to produce pusitrnns 
and the rest, together with the positrons, are accelerated up to 600 MeV i11 a 
second stage. After the LINAC, the particles are injected iu a small ,:irn1l<1r ,.+,. 
accelerator, the Electron Positron Accurnulator (EPA), where they are accumulated. 
Frorn there, they are inserted to the Proton Synchroton ( PS) accelerator, where tlw 
energy is taken up to 3.5 GeV. Tbe particles are iujected into the Super Proton 
Syncbroton (SPS) storage ring, reaching an energy of 20 Ge V. Finally, they Me 
injected into the LEP main ring and accelerated to a maximum of :=- 55 Ge V with 
a cnrrent up to 2.9 rnA per beam. 




Bending radius in the dipoles 
Deptb 
Nurnber of interaction points 
Number of experimental areas 
Number of bunches per beam 
RMS Buncb length 
Horizontal bunch sigma 
Vertical bunch sigma 
lnjection Energy 
Maximum beam energy (phase 1) 
RF Frequency 
















Luminosity 1031 crn- 2 s · • 
Vertical f3v 5 cm 
Horizontal /if¡ -----~ x JJi:._~1~1 
Table 3.1: Maiu LEP µarameters. 
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3.2 The ALEPH detector: general description 
ALEPH (ALEPH: "A detector for LEp PHysics" [14], [15]) is one of the four large 
detectors using the LEP accelerator. It has been designed as a general purpose 
detector for e+e- interactions: to study in detail the parameters of the Standard 
Model, to test QCD at large Q2 and to search for new phenomena (such as the 
top quark, the Higgs boson or supersymmetric particles). Therefore, the detector 
has been conceived to have good track momentum resolution, fine calorimetric 
granularity, almost 4ir angular coverage and hermeticity. 
The ALEPH detector is shown in figure 3.3. lt has a 12 x 12 x 12 m 3 cylindrical 
structure around the beam pipe with the interaction point in tbe center. In the 
ALEPH reference system (ARS) the z direction is along the beam line, positive in 
the direction followed by the e-. The positive x direction points to the center of 
LEP, and is horízontal by definition. The positive y direction is orthogonal to z 
and x and is very close to vertical up. 
lt consists of the following subdetectors (in the order in which a particle leaving 
the interaction point would encounter them): 
• The Mini Vertex DETector (VDET), fully operational since 1991, is a double 
sided silicon strip device with two layers of r<P and z strips around the beam 
pipe, providing a very accurate vertex tagging of tracks coming from the 
interaction point (urf> = lOµm, u,= 13µm). lt is not shown in figure 3.3 due 
to its small size. 
• The lnner Tracking Chamber (ITC) is a cylindrical mult.iwire drift chamber. 
lt is used to provide up to eight precise r</> coordinates per track, with an 
accuracy of 100 µm per coordinate. lt contributes to the global ALEPH 
tracking and is also used for triggering of charged particles corning from the 
interaction region. 
• The Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the central track detector of ALEPH, 
is a very large three-dimensional imaging drift chamber. lt provides a three 
dimensional measurement (up to 21 coordinate points) of each track (single-
coordinate resolutions of 173 µm in the azimuthal direction and 740 µm in 
the lougitudinal direction are achieved) and, from its curvature in the mag-
netic field, gives a measurement of transverse particle momenta PT with an 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic view of the ALEPH detector. (1) Lumi11osity Mo11itor. (:!) 
lnner Tracking Chamber. (3) Time Proportional Chamber. ( 4) Elect.rn1nag11et1c 
Calorimeter. (5) Supercouducting Coi!. (6) Hadronic Calorirneter. (7) Muo11 
Chambers. (8) Beam Pipe. 
accuracy of t:.py/p} = 0.8 x 10- 3 (Ge V /et' at 45 Ge V if it is 11St·d togdlwr 
with the ITC (l.2 x 10-3 if used alone). The cbamber also coutriliul<'s to 
particle identification through measurements of energy loss (dE/dx) derived 
from about 340 samples of the iouization for a track traversi11g the full radial 
range. 
• The Electromagnetic CALorimeter (ECAL) is a sampling calorimt'ler co11-
30 
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sisting of alternating lead sheets and proportional wire cha,mbers read out 
in projective towers to obtain a very high granularity ( about 1° x 1 º ). It 
measures the energy and position of electromagnetic showers. Tbe high po-
sition and energy resolutions achieved (6.E/E '.::::'. 0.18 GeV 112JVE) Jeads to 
good electron identification and allows to measure photon energy even in the 
vicinity of hadrons. 
• The superconducting coi! is a liquid-Helium cooled superconducting solenoid 
creating, together with the iron yoke, a 1.5 T magnetic field in the central 
detector. 
• The Hadronic CALorimeter (HCAL) is a sampling calorimeter made of layers 
of iron and streamer tubes. lt provides the main support of ALEPH, the 
large iron structure serving both as badron absorber and as return yoke of 
the magnet. lt measures energy and position for hadronic showers (6.E/ E'.::::'. 
0.84 GeV1l 2¡-JE) and, complemented with the muon chambers, acts as a 
muon filter. The readout is performed twice: using cathode pads forming 
projective towers and using digital readout of the streamer tubes for muon 
tracking and also for triggering. 
• The MUON chambers (MUON), outside HCAL, are two double layers of lim-
ited streamer tubes which identify muons and measure their positions and 
angles. 
Precise measurements of the electroweak parameters require accurate knowledge 
of the beam luminosity which is provided by four detectors for small angle Bhabha 
scattering installed around the beam pipe: 
• The Luminosity CALorimeter (LCAL), tbe main luminosity calorimeter be-
fore SICAL installation, is a lead/wire calorimeter similar to the ECAL in its 
operation. lt consists of two semi-circular modules placed around the beam 
pipe at each end of the detector. As SICAL, it is used to measure the inte-
grated luminosity accumulated by the detector. 
• The Small Angle Monitor of tbe BAckground (SAMBA) is positioned in front 
uf tlw LCAL at eitber end of the detector and replaced the Small Angle 
TH.a.<.:kiug device (SATR) in 1992. It consists of two multi-wire proportional 
.._.. 
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chambers at eacb end, read out in two rings of 8 pads per ring. lt is used a,; 
a background monitor. 
• The Sllicon Luminosity CALorimeter (SICAL) is a new lu111inosity nionit.or 
installed in September 1992 on eacb side of tbe iuterartion region. lt uses 
12 silicon/tungsten layers to sample the showers prodnced by s111all angl<' 
Bhabhas. It improves tbe statistical precision of the lu111i11osity nwasuw111rnt 
by sampling at smaller angles than the LCAL. The systematic error of tlw 
luminosity is also reduced thanks rnainly to the greater interna! precision of 
its components. 
• Tbe very small Bhabha CALorimeter ( BCAL) lornted after tlw tin<tl f()( us 
quadrupoles, is used to give a measurerneut of the instantaneous and specili< 
luminosity and also as a background monitor. It is a sarnpling rnlori11wter 
made of tungsten converter sheets sandwicbed with sampling layers of plast.ic 
scintillator. A single plane of vertical silicon strips is used to local<· t.llt' shower 
position. 
Finally, the Beam Orbit Monitors (BOMs), located around the circu1nferenc,-
of LEP, measure tbe mean position and angle of the beam oruits wliicli are us<"d 
by LEP to optimize the beam conditions, and by ALEPH to determine tlw (x,y) 
position of the beam spot as a starting point for offiine reconstruction of the primary 
vertex. 
Trigger System 
The purpose of the trigger system l 14] is to produce a signa! that starts t!H· readout 
of the events. It is desirable to keep ali tbe electron-positron collisions and to reduce 
as much as possible the rate of background events. F'or these reasons the trigger 
system has been organized in a three-level scheme: 
Level one decides whether or not to read out ali the detector eleme11ts. lb 
purpose is to operate the TPC at a suitable rate. The <lecision is take11 
approximately 5 µs after the beam crossing from pad and wire i11for111atiu11 
from the ECAL and HCAL and hit patterns from the ITC. The leve! olle ral<' 
must not exceed a few hundred Hz. 
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- Leve) two refines the leve! one charged track trigger using the TPC tracking 
information. If leve! one decision cannot be confirmed with better precision, 
the readout process is stopped and cleared. The decision is taken approxi-
mately 50 µs after the beam crossing (the time at which the TPC tracking 
information is available). The maximum trigger rate allowed for leve! two is 
about 10 Hz. 
- Leve) three is performed by software. lt has access to the information from 
ali detector components and is used to reject background, mainly from beam-
gas interactions and off-momentum beam particles. It ensures a reduction of 
the trigger rate to 1-2 Hz, which is acceptable for data storage. 
This trigger scheme has to be rather flexible since it has to be able to reject 
the background and keep signals from possible new physics events. Therefore the 
available electronic signals from different ALEPH detector components allow for a 
variety of triggers which together cover ali possible types of events. 
Data Acquisition System and Event Reconstruction 
The ALEPH modular structure is also used in the data acquisition system, allowing 
each subdetector to take data independently. The DAQ [16] architecture is highly 
hierarchical. Following the data and/or control flow from the bunch crossing of the 
accelerator down to storage device, the components found and its tasks are briefty 
described below: 
• Timing, Trigger and Main Trigger Supervisor: synchronize the readout elec-
tronics to the accelerator and inform the ReadOut Controllers (ROCs) about 
the availability of the data. 
• ROCs: initialize the front-end modules, read them out and format the data. 
• Event Builders (EBs): build a subevent at the leve! of each subdetector and 
provide a "spy event" to a subdetector computer. 
• Mai11 Event Builder (MEB): collects the pieces of an event from the various 
EBs and ensures resynchronization and completeness. 
............... 
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• Leve) three trigger or Event Processor: as seen, performs a refined data re 
duction. 
• Main host and subdetector computers: The main rnachine (a \'AXCluster) 
initializes the complete system, collects all data for storage and provides tite 
common services. The subdetector computers get the "spy events" a¡¡d ¡wr· 
form the monitoring of the large subdetectors (TPC, ECAL, llCAL). 
The event reconstruction is performed in a quasi-online way. Due to tl1e event 
rate (1 Hz) and the large si;:e of the events (50 Kbytes) a large computing facil· 
ity is needed. A system based on a Local Area VaxCluster iuitially contiguwd 
with 12 satellite VaxStations 3100/M30 (~ 6 CERN units1 ) and upgraded in l~JY2 
to 6 VaxStation 4000/M60 and 4 VaxStation 3100/M76 (~ '20 CERN units) for 
parallel processing is implemented (FALCON, Facility for ALeph COmputing and 
Networking [17], (18]) as seen in figure 3.4. 
The two boot nodes (MicroVAX 3600 a.nd MicroVAX 3800) control four dual· 
ported RA90 1.2 Gbytes disks, where the second port is conuected to the DAQ 
VAXCluster. The disks are alternatively mounted on both systems uuder software 
control, and the raw data files written to one of these disks by the DAQ are made 
available to FALCON shortly after the end of the run. After a preliminary sean 
of the data to produce an event directory, contiguous subsets of evenb are theu 
assigned for reconstruction in parallel in each of the FALCON processors, exploil· 
ing the fact that events are independent from one another. Each of the processors 
runs the full ALEPH reconstruction program JULIA (Job to Understand Lep In· 
teractions in ALEPH) [19] which, for each event of the raw data, pr<Kesses ali 
the information from the different subdectectors and, basically, associates obserwd 
coordinates in the tracking chambers with charged particle tracks and energies de· 
posited in the calorimeters. 
After their reconstruction, the events are written in POT ( Productio11 Oulpul 
Tape) data files and transmitted to the CERN computer centn wlwre tlwy ar•· 
converted into different data types more suitable for physics aualysi; and storecl 
on tape by ALPROD (ALeph data PRODuction joh). Tbe events are ready lo lw 
analyzed only a few hours after having been taken. 
1 A CERN unit is equivalent t.o an IBM 168 CPU uuit, approxuuately 1/6 of au lllM ;¡u~o 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the FALCON cluster. 
The Event Simulation 
In addition to these detector reconstructed events, the different physics analyses 
use Monte Cario simulated events. Simulated data are used to evaluate background 
contaminations, compute acceptances and efficiencies and, in general, compare the-
oretical models to the experimental results. GALEPH [22] is the ALEPH generation 
program. 
Tht- steps needed to get simulated data are the following: 
• Geurratiuu uf the event kinemati<:s. The different particle four-momeuta are 
ge11crated according to thc different physics processes (in parentheses the 
._. 
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na.mes of the computer programs used). 
- e+e- -t µ+ µ- (KORALZ [23/). 
- e+c -+ r+r- (KORALZ). 
- e+e- -t e+e- (BABAMC [24/). 
- e+e- -t q q (LUND [25]). 
- e+ e- -t e+ e- (e+ e-) (PHOPHO [26], [27]). 
In ALEPH, ali these programs have been uuilied thro11gh the co1IJIJ1011 i11l<'r 
face KINGAL [28]. 
• Simulation of the detector. Tbis is done using GEANT [29]. Through subrou-
tine calls, the program is informed about the geometry and materials in volved 
in the experimental setup. 
• Tracking. The primary long-lived particles are followed through t lw d<'l<'ctor. 
Secondary particles are also produced by interaction with the det.ecl.ur rna-
terials. Bremsstrahlung, Compton and ionization are sorne of tlw proc<'sses 
simulated. GEANT and GHEISHA [30] are used to simulate the electrumag-
netic and nuclear interactions respectively. 
• Digitization or simulation of the detector behaviour. The energy dq>osil.im1s 
are converted to measurable electrical signals. The complexity of tlw TI'(· 
required the development of a special package (TPCSIM) for its trncking and 
digitization. 
• Simulation of trigger. The sa.me conditions of the real trigger are cl1ecked 
The final output oí the program has the same formal as the real data so that 
the reconstruction program ís also used un símulated data. 
3.3 Subdetectors relevant to the analysis 
3.3.1 The Mini Vertex Detector 
The VDET [31] was the first double sided silicou microstrip detector lo lw 111slidkd 
in a colliding beam experiment. 
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The two concentric layers of silicon microstrips wafers are located at radii of Ci.3 
cm and 10.8 cm, as can be seen in figure 3.5. Particles passing through a wafer 
1\.llE 
~ 
R • 6l 
Figure 3.5: Cut-away view of the VDET. 
deposit ionization energy, which ís collected OIJ each side of the wafer. ÜIJ one 
side, tbe wafer is read out in the z directioIJ, while in the other, it is read out in 
tbe orthogonal r - </> direction. Hits on the two sides are not associated by the 
hardware; they are added to tracks during reconstruction. 
The advantage of tbe VDET is that it pinpoints a track 's location in space quite 
near to the beam pipe. VDET bits are used by extrapolating a track found by the 
ITC and/or the TPC to the VDET and then refitting tbe track more precisely using 
VDET bits whicb are consistent witb it. Tbe addition of VDET to the tracking 
improved the momentum resolution to l::,.py/pt = 0.6 x 10-3 (Ge V /c¡- 1 at 45 Ge V 
[32]. 
Using VDET, together witb tbe other tracking detectors, the spatial coordinates 
of tite origin of a cbarged track's helix can be found to within about 30 µm. This 
allows tracks produced by decay of short-lived particles to be separated from those 
al the prímary interaction point wíth good efüciency. 
--
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3.3.2 The Inner 'fracking Chamber 
The lnner Tracking Charnber (ITC) [33] using axial wires providt'.S up to eiglit ,.,¡, 
points for tracking in the radial region between 16 and "26 un. l l also pruvidt·o t.lw 
only tracking information for the leve! one trigger sy>tt>m. lt. is able tu ¡,1<-11rify 
roughly the number and geometry of tracks, due to ils fast response tinw ( t.lw 
trigger is available within 2· 3 µs of a beam crossing) an<l allows non i111<·1t·oli11g 
events to be quickly rejected. 
The ITC is operale<l with a gas mixture of argon (50%) a11d ell1a1w (!">0%) di. 
atmospheric pressure. lt is also possible to a<ld a small fractio11 of alcohol or water 
to prolong the lifetime of the chamber by inhibiting the formatio11 of poly111ers a11d 
their deposition on the wires. 
The ITC is composed of 8 layers of sensiug wires (operate<l ata posit.ivt• pult>11 
tia! in the range l.8-2.5 kV) runuing parallel to the beam <lireclion, wlwli d..t.<·< t 
the ionization of particles passing close by. By measuring the <lrift. tinw, llw ,.,¡, 
coordinate can be measure<l to within about 100 µm . The z coordi11at.e is f1J1rnd 
by measuring the <lifference in arrival times of pulses at the two e11ds of ead1 "'lis<· 
wire, but wíth an accuracy of only about 3 cm. 
The dríft cells of the ITC are hexagonal, with a central se11se wirt· stinorrndt·d 
by six field wires held at earth potential. Four of these field wires aw shar<"'d by 
neighbouring cells in the same layer (see figure 3.6). The celb in co11tiguo11s layers 
are offset by half a cell width, wbicb helps to resolve the left right ambig11ity in 
the track fitting. One fiel<l wire per cell is insulated from the en<l·plate and can 
be used to ínject a calibration pulse into the chamber. '!'he other fit:l<l wires are in 
electrical contact with tbe end-plates. The cell size was kept small to reduce tllt' 
drift, thereby allowing a rapid trigger decisiou. Finally, pairs of drift cell layero are 
separated by a !ayer of guard wires. 
The sense wires are connected to preamplifiers. The prealllplitin 011tc<>111i11g 
signals are then taken to the central boards which co11tain the mai11 amplilit·rs, di, 
criminators, latcbes and time-expansion circuits. The incoming sig11als ar<· a111pli 
fied by a factor of about 36 and then discriminate<l al a constant fractio11 thr•·shold. 
The discriminator outputs from one end of tbe chamber are ro11ted to tlw drifl ti111•· 
CAMAC time-to-digital converten. (TDCs). 
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Figure 3.6: The ITC drift cells. 
Four digital-to-analog converters (DACs) control the operation of time-expan-
sion circuit for every channel. The time-expanded pulses are routed to FASTBUS 
TDCs for offiine space-point reconstruction. 
3.3.3 The Time Projection Chamber 
The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [34) is in many ways the heart of ALEPH. 
It was designed to obtain high precision measurements of the track coordinates, to 
get good momentum resolution and to measure the dE/dx depositions of charged 
particles coming from e+e- interactions. 
The TPC works as follows. The electrons produced by the ionization of travers-
ing charged particles drift towards one end-plate, where they induce ionization 
avalanches. These are detected and yield the impact point (r<P coordinate). The 
time needed for the electrons to reach the end-plate gives the z coordinate. Due 
to the presence of the 1.5 T magnetic field parallel to the TPC symmetry axis, the 
trajectory of a charged particle inside the TPC is a helix and its projection onto 
the end-plate is an are of a circle. Measurement of the sagitta of this are yields 
the curvature radius which is proportional to the modulus of the component of the 
momeuturn perpeudicular to B. 
---
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As shown iu figure 3.7, the TPC has a cylindrical structure; its volunie is delilll 
Figure 3.7: View of the Time Projection Cbamber. 
ited by two coaxial cylinders which hold the end-plates. The inuer cyliuder has a 
radius of 31 cm, the outer one of 1.8 m; this la.rge radial difference allows to re<tcli 
10% resolution in transverse momentum for the highest possible morneuta ( muon 
pairs produced at a center-of-mass energy of 200 Ge V). Both cylinders aw 4.4 111 
long. 
The device is divided into two half-detectors by a membrane which is situ<tkd 
in the plane perpendicular to the axis and midway betwecn the end· plates. Tliis 
central membrane is held ata negative high voltage (-27 kV) and tlw •·nd·plates 
are at a potential near ground. The curved cyliudrical surfaces ar<' cover<'.d with 
electrodes held at potentials such that the electric tield ( 115 V /cm) in tlw d1a111lw1 
volume is uniform and parallel to the cylinder axis. 
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The TPC volume is filled with a nonflammable gas mixture of argon (91%) 
and methane (9%) at atmospheric pressure. This mixture allows to reach high wr 
values (w = cyclotron frequency; T =mean collision time of the drifting electrons). 
This causes the electrons to drift mainly along the magnetic field lines and thereby 
reduce the systematic displacements due to the electric field inhomogeneities. 
The electrons produced by the ionization are amplified in the proportional wire 
chambers placed in the end-plates. There are 18 wire chambers ("sectors") on each 
end-plate. In order to get a mínimum loss of tracks at boundaries, the sectors 
are arranged in the "zig-zag" geometry shown in figure 3.8. The gaps between the 
----·ms 
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Figure 3.8: View of a TPC end-plate. 
sectors are kept as small as possible. In each end-plate, there are six sectors labelled 
K (Kind) inside and a ring of twelve alternating sectors labelled M (Mann) and W 
(Weib) outside. Ali sectors are composed of wire chambers and cathode pads. The 
wire chambers consist of three layers of wires: gating wires, catbode wires and 
sense/field wires. Figure 3.9 shows a perspective of them. 
The gatiug grid !35j has the purpose of preventing positive ions produced in the 
avalaw Les uear the seuse wires from entering tbe main volume of the TPC, and 
tliereby d1storting the electric fiel d. Potentials of Vg ± Ll Vg ( Vg ".::'. -67 V) are placed 
...... 
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Figure 3.9: View of a TPC wire charnber. 
on alternating wires of tbe grid. A Ll V. ".::'. 40 V suffices to block the pa,;:;age of the 
positive ions while, because of the maguetic field, a much bigger Ll V is required 
to block also the incoming electrous. In the open state, the grid is trausparent 
to the drifting charged particles. When closed, positive i011s are kept off of tite 
drift volume. The gate is opened 3 µs before every beam crossing. lf a positive 
trigger signa! arrives, the gate is kept open for the maximum 45 ¡1s drift ti111e of tite 
electrons in the TPC, otherwise the gate is closed. 
The cathode wires keep the end-plates al nuil potential and, togetlter wilh the 
central membrane, create the electric drift field. 
The sense wires are kept at a positive potential to provide avalaudie 11111ltipli 
cation. They are read out to give the energy depositiou (dE/dx) for partide idt·11 
tification and the z measuremeut of the tracks. For the estimation of tite dE/dx 
a truncated mean algoritbm is used, taking the mean of the 60% srnaller pulse:; 
associated with a track. The estimator will be normally di:;triLuted aud will lw 
sensitive to the particle velocity. 
The field wires are kept at uull potential to create equipote¡¡tid.I :;urfd.ces d.rotwd 
the sense wires. 
The ionization avalauches cred.ted around the sense wires are read u11t l•y r.lw 
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signal induced on cathode pads at a distance of 4 mm from the sense wires. 
The cloud of charge projected onto the TPC end-plates is, therefore, measured 
twice: the sense wires measure track positions in an approximate rz projection, 
while the cathode pads measure tbe three-dimensional coordinates. The pulse mea· 
sured in the pads contains information on cbarge and time. In a first step a pattern 
analysis is performed to find possible subpulses (in r</; and in z ). Each oue of the 
subpulses, if sorne conditions are fulfilled, will be a coordinate. The secon<l step is. 
to determine exactly the r</; and z coordinates using the charge informatiou. Also, 
the errors on the coordinates are estimated. 
The efficiency of the coordinate finding has been estimated with Monte Cario 
events and is 92% for particles above 500 Me V and 75% for those with momentum 
between 100 and 200 MeV. 
Once the coordinates have been calculated, the process of track finding can 
begin. The first step is the association of coordinates which are consistent with a 
helix hypothesis in what is called a chain. The second step is chain linking: chains 
compatible with the hypothesis of coming from the same particle form a track 
candidate. Finally, the track fitting tries to find the best parameters for á. track 
candidate. This procedure may split a track candidate in two or remove points that 
disturb tbe fit. 
The TPC tracks found are used in the first phase of the ITC tracking: the TPC 
track trajectories are projected back into the ITC and a search is made for ITC 
coordinates around each trajectory. lf no bits are found in the onter two layers of 
the ITC for a specific trajectory the search is abandoned. lf more than three hits 
are found a fit is performed and the ITC track is accepted if the fit satisfies a x2 
cut. 
The readout of the TPC is based on FASTBUS [36j. The pad and wire preampli-
fiers on the sectors are mounted in groups of 16. Tbe electrical signals are handled 
(sbaping, digitization, zero-suppressiou and gain control) in FASTBUS modules 
called TPD (Time Projection Digitizer). The readout of the TPDs is controlled by 
au uintelligent" processor, the TPP (Time Projection Processor). One TPP serves 
ali the TPDs corresponding to the pads, and another one, ali TPDs corresponding 
to tli.- wires of a sector. Tbe tasks of the TPP are: data formatting and readout, 
re<luctiun of wire data, monitoring of selected events and calibration. The data-llow 
~ 
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generated by the TPPs is transferred to another processor, the Eveut Buílder. Tlw 
36 TPPs of each end-cap are read out by one EB, whilst a third 011e controls thc 
common activities. 
3.3.4 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter 
Tbe Electromagnetic CALorimeter (ECAL) [:!7] is locat...d aruund tlw Ti'(' «rid 
inside the coi!. lt is divided into a central barre! regio11 dosc:d al. IH1t.l1 '"'"b wilh 
end-caps, as sbown in figure 3.10. l:loth barre! and end-caps are dívided i11to 111od ult-s 
A 
Figure 3.10: Electromagnetic CALorimeter, overall vi,·w. 
of 30º in azimuthal angle </> with the end cap n1od11les rotated 1 :i0 wº1tl1 n·spnt. t.o 
the barre! modules. The entire calorimeter is rotated by l .t>75" with n·spnl l.o 
the HCAL in order to avoid tbe overlap of crack regiurn;. The barrd is ;, ·1.K 111 
long cylinder with an inner radius of l.85 lll and an outer radius of :.!.:.!5 111. Tllt' 
dimensions of tbe end-caps are: 0.56 m length, 0.54 m i11ne1 nuJius ;,nd :.:.:¡;, 111 
outer radius. 
Each module consists of 45 layers of lead an<l wire clia1nlwrs. Tlw wire d1a111 
bers are made of open-side<l alurniuium extrusiuns ami filled with a ga..' 111ixt.11w of 
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xenon (80%) and carbon dioxide (203). lonization from an electromagnetic shower 
developed in the lead sheets is amplified in avalanches around 25 µm diameter gold-
plated tungsten wires. The signals are read out via the extrusions' open faces with 
cathode pads covered by a graphited mylar sheet. The structure of a typical single 
layer of the calorimeter is shown in figure 3.11. 
~ CATHODE PLANE 
Figure 3.11: View of an ECAL stack !ayer. 
Tbe catbode pads are connected internally to form "towers" whicb point to the 
interaction point. Each tower is read out in three sections in deptb ( "storeys") 
corresponding to tbe first four, the middle ni ne and the last ni ne of the 22 radiation 
lengths (Xo) nominal thickness. Tbe size of the pads is approximately 30 x 30 mm 2 
leading to a higb granularity (73 728 towers). In addition to the signa! of the pads, 
an analog signal is also available from eacb anode wire plane ( these signals are used 
for testing and calibrating the modules and also for triggering). 
The achieved energy resolution is 
(3.1) ªE E ~ 1.0% + !8% Gev112 
.._... 
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and the position resolution for charged tracks with 1 cosO,,ack I< 0.98 is [38] 
ª~ = au/sinO =O·¡·> . d 2.7 mrad GeV1/2 
.• - mrd + 
v'E 
At the reconstruction leve!, the signals of the triggered towers are coml>ined in 
clusters: a cluster is defined as the set of towers whid1 are geometrically co1111ected 
by at least one comer. 
To associate clusters with cbarged tracks, the track is extrapolated stcp-by-step 
to the ECAL region. At each step, the ECAL geometry package is used to deterrni11e 
which storeys are intercepted by the track. Then the clustering algorith111 is used to 
determine if the storey, or its ueighl>ours, are hit and to which cluster they lwlo11g. 
A track and a cluster are associated if one poi11t of this track is i11 oue ston:y of the 
cluster orina storey which has at least oue comer in commo11 with the cluskr. 
The particle identificatíon relies ou the fact that the slructure of tlw clust«rs is 
quite dilferent for electromaguetic aud hadrouic showers. A complete desn1pl.io11 of 
the algorithms used for particle identification can be found in [:l9j. Tlw efüci1·wy 
for identifying electrons is close lo 100%, wíth very little contamiuatio11. 
3.3.5 The hadronic calorimeter and the Muon Detector 
The magnet iron (see figure 3.12) is iuslrumentedd with 23 layers of pla_stic (liu1i1t-d 
)streamers tubes, separated by irou sheets 5 cm thick. The tul>es layers are equip¡H'd 
witb pad readout, summed in towers for a localized measurernent of ti"' total d,· 
posited energy. Each tube is also coupled capacitatively to strips paralcll to tlw 
wires. lt is their hit pattern that is read out. Wire informatiun is read out pl<11l<' 
by plane (eod-caps) and two plaues by two planes (barre!) aud used for tite trigg•·r. 
The muon detector is composed of two double-layers streamer tu bes, wid1 are out 
side the magnet, behind tbe last !ayer (10 cm) of the HCAL. Each siugl ... Iayer n·a1b 
out two orthogonal coordinates using strips. There are 4788 towers wit.h a11 irn11 
depth near O= 90º and 4' =Oº of 120 cm. The size of each lower is :l.7°' :l.7º. 'l'lw 
típica! accuracy of energy measuremeul a E/ E = 0.84Gt:V- 1f' /JE while tlw ti pi 
cal spatial accuracy for strip coordinate measuremeut (perpendicular to tlw strip 
direction) is l!. = 0.35cm. There are 94 double-layer muou chamber with a <lis 
lance between the two layers of 50 cm for the barre! and middle augles and •10 r111 
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for end-caps. The típica! accuracy for a muon exit angle measurement is 10 mrad 
while the típica! misidentification probability to take a ir for µis of 0.7 % and the 
probability to take a K for aµ is 1.6 %. The fraction of solid angle covered by the 
sensitive part of the muon charnber above 15º is for the inner !ayer of 92 % while 










In order to measure R, a selection is netded which separales the five kinds of visil•le 
final states that we have in e+,;· collisions at the Z0 pole, uamely: 
e+ e- -+ e+ e·-, 
e+e- -t qi¡, 
e+e- -t µ+ µ-, 
e+ e- -t ,+,-, 
as well as the so-called two-photon events 
e+e- -t e+e- ¡+ ¡-. 
The Neural Network (NN) method provides a way to deal witb a Jarge nurnl,er of 
variables, exploiting combinations between them which are unknuwn a priori, and 
which are more suitable to separate the different kinds than simple l>inary cuts. 
After training a NN, we have a trausformation between the space of lll<'asured 
variables and a space with dimensiou equal to the number of kiuds to separate. 111 
this space, the distribution of events is less overlapped than in the orig,i11al variable 
space, which has the advautage that the systematic errors due to rniss·si111ulatio110 
are reduced. 
4.1 Event classification 
The event classification is based on a set of variables that ar<' tlie out cu111t· ol 
the ALEPH energy flow algoritbm, combined witb metlwds lo identify <'ledru1io. 
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photons and muons (ref. (52)). As a result of these algorithms, for each event we 
have a set of tetra-momenta, charges and labels identifying the particle. Particles 
are identified as belonging to one of the following categories: 
- electron, 
muon, 
non-identified charged track, 
for charged tracks; 
- photon, 
non-identified neutral cluster, 
for neutral clusters; and 
- luminosity cluster, 
for energy depositions in the luminosity calorimeter, outside the acceptance of the 
charged tracking devices. 
4.1.1 Energy ftow algorithm 
For each event, the energy flow is reconstructed using charged particle tracks 
and calorimeter clusters in the following way: 
- charged particle tracks, with at least four space coordinates reconstructed in 
the TPC and originating from the beam-crossing point within 7 cm along the 
beam direction and 2.5 cm in the transverse direction, are counted as charged 
energy; 
V0 ' s ( loug·lived neutral particles decaying in to two oppositely-charged parti-
cles) are k<'pt. if they poiut to the interaction vertex within the same toleran ce 
as tlwse <lefiued for charged particles tracks; 
.._... 
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photons, identified in the electromagnetic calorimder through tllt'ir d1arac· 
teristic longitudinal and transverse sliower proliles, ar<' counted as ll<'ut r,d 
electromagnetic energy; 
- The remaining neutral hadronic energy is finally det.ermi11ed from c,duri11wt.n 
clusters, defined as sets of calorimeter cells which are topologically n>1111<·,·1ed 
The typical size of a cell is smaller than 1° x 1° in the electromagrwtic calori11w 
ter, and 3º x 3° in the hadron calorimeter. In a given cluster, let /,;«.01 ¡," the 
energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter not attributed to photous, a11d ¡,·,.,.,1 
the energy in the hadrou calorimeter, aud !et lo',.1"', 9 ,J lw t.hc' erwrgy of tlw 
charged tracks, if any, topologically associated to thc cluster. Tlw di!fcrenn· 
Eneutrut = Ehcat + r Eeca1 - Ecnar9 ed 
is counted as neutral hadrouic energy if E,.,utcal > (jl,-::i.:::.-:".i, witli F,.n«•·•' 
and Echargcd in Ge V. Here r is the ratio of the responses for elect.ro11s a.11d piu11s 
in the electrornagnetic calorimeter (r· ::::: 1.3), and ( is rclakd to tlw t·nergy 
resolution of the calorimeters for hadronic showers: ( ~ 0.5 for a sliowt•r 
fully contained in the electromagnetic calorimeter, ( = 1.0 for a s!J<>w«r fully 
contained in the hadron calorimeter, and ( (0.5rEau1 t ¡.;,,,,,¡}/( r ¡,·""1 1 
Ehca¡) in the general case. 
4.1.2 Selection of Variables 
Three different types of variables can be obtained from the outconw of tlw e!lergy 
flow algorithm and the particle identification methods [5;J]. One type of Vd.fiablt' is 
obtained by counting the number of particles belonging to ead1 category, a11d will 
be called a "countiug variable". lf we sum o ver quantities related to eacl1 t<'lra 
momeutum in order to have a quantity for the whole eveut, we have <UI "addí11g 
variable". Finally, it is possible to build variables that reflect tl1e eveut topoloµ,y, 
or "shape variables". A variable is selected if it con tributes to tlw separatio11 of <il 
least two of the five kiuds enumerated above. 
Given the set of tetra-momenta, tite event is divided in two lw1nisplwr<os by tlw 
plane normal to the thrust axis. The thrust 'J' is obtaiut'd by fiudillg tlw d1wdio11 
of the unitary vector i in 3·momentum space which maxirnízes tite su1u i11 alisol11lt-
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value of projections of 3-momentum vectors, 
( 4.1) 1' = M AX (L:, jp;.tj) 
LIPd 
where the direction of t is the thrust axis. 
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If we apply again the thrust algorithm, but only to the projectious of the J-
momentum vectors over that plane, we have the rnajor value 
(4.2) M = M AX (L:, l[p; - (p;.t)t].rñl) 
L:, jp¡j , 
where the direction of the uni tary vector rñ is the major axis. 
Finally we have a third axis orthogoual to both the thrust and rnajor axes wbich 
is the minor axis. lf we take the unitary vector along this axis ñ, the rninor value 
reads 
(4.J) N - L:, jp;.ñj 
- L:. IPd . 
Once we have the event divided in two hemispheres, it is possible to compute 
variables related to each one. In the following, the subscript hi with i = 1, 2 will 
indicate that the variable is taken in hernisphere hi. 
The counting variables are: 
• ne,h., the number of identified electrons, wbich contributes to the separation 
of bhabha events from muon events, and to a lesser extent to the separation 
of bbabba eveuts from tau events. (figure 4 .1 a) 
• n,,,hi, the number of identified muous, whicb contributes to the separation of 
bhabha events and muon events, as well as to the separation of muon events 
and tau events. Combined with ne,h• it separates the tau events which has an 
electron in one hernisphere and a muon in the other one. (figure 4.1 b) 
• nch,h., the number of non-identified charged tracks, gives the charged track 
rnultiplicity when added to ne,hi and n,,,h., being the maiu variable to separate 
hadronic events from the other kinds. (figures 4.1 e and d) 
• 11, "'. tlw 11111nber of ideutified photons, contributes to separate hadro11 events, 
t,rn •·1·1·11b, l,liabha events, and muou events. (figure 4.2 a) 
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Figure 4.1: Couuting variables 
a) N umber of ideutilied electro ns; 
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52 Experimental Analysis 
• nne,hi, the number of non-identified neutral tracks, is similar to n~.hi, with the 
sum of the two being equal to the neutral multiplicity. (figure 4.2 b) 
• n1u,hi, the number of luminosity clusters, used to monitor energy depositions 
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Figure 4.2: Counting variables 
a) Number of identified photons; 
b) Number of non-identified neutral particles. 
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The adding variables are: 
• Ech,hi, the energy of charged tracb, contributcs to separate Bhabha evento, 
muon events, tau events and two-photon events. (figure ·1.:l a) 
• Ene,hi, the energy of neutral tracks, contributes to separate hadro11 events, 
muon events and to a lesser extent to the separation of Bhabha eve11ts a11d 
two-photon events. (figure 4.3 b) 
• Etu,hi, the energy of luminosity clusters, takes into account tlw energy d,· 
posited at small angles. 
• W,?,, the invariant mass squared, where W,?, = (Ech,h• + Ene,h• + Ei..1 .. )2 ( /'¡., )', 
contributes to the separation oí Bhabha events, hadron events and muo11 
events. (figure 4.3 e) 
• P1,h;, the transverse component oí the hemisphere momentum, co11tril.u1t's to 
the separation of two-photon events from the other kinds. (ligur•· ·LI di 
• cosfh;, the cosine oí the polar angle oí the total momentum vector, 111ostly 
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Figure 4.3: Adding variables per hemisphere 
a) Energy of charged tracks; 
b) Energy of neutral tracks; 
e) lnvariant Mass; 
d) Transverse momentum. 
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The shape variables are: 
• Y= 2T - 1, where T is the thrust value, mainly distinguishes hadron events 
from tau events. (figure 4.4 a) 
• M, the major value, separates hadron events from tau events. (figure 4.4 b) 
• N, the minor value, contributes to separate hadron events from tau events, 
like the two previous shape variables. (figure 4.4 e) 
• cos Bmopa.,h., the cosine of the maximum opening angle between auy of the 
3-momenta of the hemisphere and the total momentum in that hemisphere, 
separates hadron events from the otbers. (figure 4.5) 
• Sh;, the sphericity of boosted particles. Ali 4--momenta of the hemisphere are 
boosted to the frame where the total hemisphere momentum is zero. Then, 
the momentum tensor 
M,1 = 1 L: Pí + L: p:¡ + L: Pl L P,P) 
is computed, where the sum runs over tbe particles in the hernisphere. Taking 
the larger eigen-value of the momentum tensor e1 , the sphericity S is defined 
as S = ~(1-ei). This variable is introduced to have a shape variable belougiug 
to each hemisphere, and it helps to distinguish hadron eveuts from tau eveuts 
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Figure 4.4: Shape variables: 
a) 2(thrust-l); 
b) Major value; 
e) Minor value; 
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Finally, a pair of variables combining both hemisphere momenta are <lefine<l. As 
pointed out in [50], in the approximation where the initial state ra<liatiou is rnlim·d1 
with the electron or positron and the final state radiatiou is colinear wit.!1 the tii1al 
state fermions, the longitudinal rapidity can be defiued as 
l X+ J E+ P, L = - In - = - In --·--2 x_ 2 E - P, 
where x+ and x_ are respectively the fractional euergies left to tlw P"sitro11 ;wd 
the electron after ra<liation. This can be expressed as a co111binatiu11 of tl1t· fi11"l 
state fermion angles directly measured in the Jaboratory. 
• The longitudinal rapidity reads 
L = ~In ( P1,h1 ( Ph2 + P.,h2) + Pc.hz( Phi + P,,h~J) 
2 P1.h1(Ph2 - P •. hi) + Pi.h2(Ph1 - P,.h1) 
where 
P,2 p¡ + p; 
and it has been introduced as the rnost irnportant variable to distiuguish two 
photon events frorn the other kinds. 
In addition, the variable 
• !:;.<J>, the difference of the azirnuth angle of the hernisphere momeuta, gives a 
measure of the acoplanarity of the two hemispheres, <lifferentiating tau an<l 
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Figure 4.5: Shape variable: cosOm,,,,.,h. amplified around cosOm<>pa,h• = 1 by plotting 
Logw( 1 - cosOmopa,hi) 
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Figure 4.6: Global variables: 
a) Rapidity; 
b) Azimuth difference between hemisphere momenta. 
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1 e+e- --t l~ind number 1 dl 1 d2 1 d3 1 d4 ¡ ,f5] 
e+e 1 l o o o o 
qi¡ 2 o l o o o 
µ+µ- 3 o o 1 o o 
r+r- 4 o o o l o 
e+e-¡J 5 o o o o 1 
.... L----
Table 4.1: Assignment of desired oulput values 
4.1.3 Neural Net (NN) training 
To obtain tbe transformation between tbe space of variables and tlw spar<> wliuse 
dimension is equal to the number of kinds to classify, and to have the distriln1tion 
of events of each kind in this space with the least possible overlap, a NN ha .. , lwen 
trained. 
A Neural Network is a set of formally ideutical functions (neurons) whos« dlf!,11 
ments are linear combinations of the values of the other ones (axo11s). Tlw nwti 
cients of these linear combiuations are called weights ( actívatío11 leve! uf llw axo11), 
and tbe value of each function or actívatíon functíon is called the out pul whi!,, its 
argument is called the input (see appendix A for details). 
The training process, consists of varyiug the Net pararnelers tu ntinin1Ízt· t.11<' 
energy of the sample, which ís the sum of the íudivídual event euergíes d..tined by 
(4.4) E = ~ L L (f~ - d, )2 
.sample J 
where j runs over neurons belongíng to the output !ayer, r; ís the value of t.lw 
output neuron j, while d, ís the desired output for that 1w11ro11. 111 1>111 "'t.."" ti"' 
last layer has five neurons, and the output takes the values índícated in l<tl1l<" .l.J 
Simulated sample and needed cuts 
As a sample of símulated data, the standard ALEPll experiment "Mo11t1· C<trlu" 
data was taken. Although the two-photon events have al! been assígrwd tu ki11d 
number 5, it should be remarked that six different two-pl10lo11 processes h«v<" lwe11 
--,-''--------------------------~ 
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simulated, and merged according to their cross section ratios. As these ratios are 
not well known, an extra systematic error is introduced. As can be seen in figure 
4.6, two-photon events have a characteristicaily flat distribution in rapidity, quite 
distinct from the other kinds. Therefore an a priori cut of 
• ILI < 0.3 is made to reduce the two-photon background. 
In addition, since the two-photon process was simulated only above a certain 
invariant mass, the sample is similarly restricted by the cut in invariant mass 
• W > 5 GeV. 
A small background from cosmic rays whicb has not been simulated, is largely 
reduced by imposing a time window by requiring a signa! coming from one 
of the fastest subdetectors involved in the analysis, the ITC, which remains 
enabled the least amount of time possible, leading to the simple cut: 
• At least three bits on ITC per event. 
The unphysical background, mainly the noise generated by calorimeters has 
been suppressed by applying tbe cut: 
• At least one charged track per bemispbere. 
Finally, a cut was applied in order to avoid tbe detector zones that are close 
to the geometric acceptance limit, to prevent miss-simulations and allow a 
more accurate estimation of tbe acceptance. The cut app!ied was: 
• Cosine of polar angle in the Z0 rest frame ! cose·¡ < 0.9. 
Tbe final sample of simulated events is given in table 4.2. The é e- --t é e-
process was generated in angular range defined by 1cos9"1 < 0.97, whereas the 
otber processes were generated over tbe foil solid angle. As can be seen, the cuts 
described above bave little effect on the cha.nnels of interest, namely e+e- --t qq, 
c•t'·· -t µ• µ- a.nd e+e- -t r+r-, wbile eliminating a la.rge fraction of the two-
photou events. 
._ 
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l event l Ger;erated} after cu~ 
e+e- --t e+e- 66600 37l52 
e+ e- -t qi¡ 395868 341833 
e+e- -t µ+µ- 57555 4894ti 
e+e- --t r+T- 50000 4167:-) 
e+e- --t e+e- f f 172310 346:l __ L..."_" ___ 
Ta.ble 4 .2: N umber of events generated and after e u ts 
The training 
The NN training was done Lo rea.ch two goals: the obvious o!le, tu have in tlw 
output spa.ce the least overlapped distributious for the differellt. kinds; a11d to have 
tbe best rela.tion between efüciency aud background for each kind. This requires 
sorne definitious ora proper expla.nation. 
Oividing the output spa.ce in equa.I hyper-volurne zones, having ea.ch ki11d ih uwn 
zone, tbeu the efüciency is the uumber of events of a kind that fall in its own zoue 
rela.tive to the total of eveuts of tha.t kiud. The background is defiried as tlw fract.io11 
of eveuts tha.t fa!) in a zone other tha.n the correct one for that ki11d. 'l'liis fra.<' 
tiou is e-0mputed with the nurnber oí events weighted by tbeir actual noss sertic>11s 
This question seems something tha.t bites its own ta.il, which iu fact it does. ]11 
an ideal case, it would be desirea.ble to be a.ble to mea.sure on-line (i.e. duriug t.he 
minimiza.tion process) tbe rela.tive a.mount of ea.ch kind on a real saruple. 111 tlie 
actual case, there exist previous measurements of these quantities accurat<- e11011gh 
for the training process. 
lf the ratio of efficiency over background is rnaximized for 011e kiud, it wo11ld 1101. 
necessa.rily correspond to a maximum for a.11y other. Therefore, tlie differewes uf 
these ratios are computed for a.ll pa.irs of kinds a.ud these differences aw 111i11i111ited 
during tbe tra.ining process. 
The algoritbm of training is fully described in a.ppendix A, The output vilfi 
a.bles a.fter the tra.ining process a.re plotted in figure 4.7, where th<' dilkn-11l ki11ds 
of simula.ted data ha.ve been ideutified. The distributions ha.ve becn weight<-d l,y 
luminosities and added to compare it witb real da.ta. As can be seen i11 tlw lig11rt', 
the value of the output assigned to ea.ch fiual state has a distributiu11 l"'"ked al. 
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high values for simulate<l events of the correct final state, and peaked at low valúes 
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Figure 4.7: Net Output, with the different sets of simulated data identified. The 
samples are weighted by their luminosities and added to compare with real data 
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4.1 Event classification 6:l 
A graphica.I representatiou of the NN is shown in figure 4.8, wbere rn•11ro11s Me 
represeuted by circles aud the combinations ¡J(W ¡i), the linb l.wlw<·e11 11euror1s, 
are represented by coloured lines. '!'he liue colour varies witb tlw value of tlw li11k 
Only links above the indicated threshold bave bet>n plotted. Tlw links rev1·.d thc 
input variables which are weighted by the NN to separate tlw tivc kinds uf ,·v1·11t.s. 
The correlation coetficients between each input variable and each uutput h<iV<' "'"' 
been computed. The sample to compute the correlations ·1s c<>mposcd uf t.lic liv<' 
sets of simulated data with equal rel;ttive frequencies. Tlie c:urrd<ttiuns Ltll lw sct·11 
in figure 4.9. In table 4.3, the correlations bave been 11orrnalized to the r11;,xÍ11111111 
for each kind separately and they are expressed in percent witli r1·sp<'.<·t l.•> t.his 
max1mum. 
.._. 
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4.45 < l{i(W-µ)1 < 22.23 0.01 < lpl < 0.14 
Ecri.h1 Ech,h1 
Ecn.112 Ech.h2 
En •. ri1 Ene.hl 
El'l •. n2 22.23 1 
E,,. .• , o 14 1 E1 .... n1 E,.,,t"11 E,"·"' O, 19.69 E,"·"' o, 0.12 n •. h, n•·"' n._h2 17.15 n.,n.z O JU 
n"',h' 14 61 n~.d'! () (Jtj 
n"".,..,2 n,,.,n2 
nCh,hl o, 12.07 ncn,nl O, 1) IJ tJ 
ncru12 1 nch.h2 n.,..", 9.53 í\,hl U U'.J 1 n')'.n2 6.99 n).hl () o) n,, •. h, nno,nl nn•.1'12 4.45 n,..,"2 () () 1 
nlu,1'11 O, nlu,hl O, 
nf.,)12 -4.45 nlv,h2 i) u 1 
L l. l--'.'.J ,W#J. ~ n:;'lk-· Cos'lJh, --6 99 Cos'lJh, (J 1;' 
Cos'lJh, 
-9.'.:l.3 Cos-6,2 ~~~¡\ \ [) (1' j pl.hl P1.n1 .tf. ,! ' 
P,,h, o, . 12 07 P1.h2 '1t ,1'r \ ~) º· l).()t1 y y 
M ·· 14 .61 M 'v-Wl~1//t>' ;v::\ (¡ ()tj 
N 
--17.15 N ( --..yr HU/ ~~, \.'\ 1) Íll 
s"' sh, 
s., O, ·-19.69 s,, ~w ~) o 11 1. .,. ... Cost9-mopo,hl Cos19mopo.n1 
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correlation/MAX( correlatio11) 73) 
bhabha hadrou muon 
76.0 -0.7 . 72.8 
74.6 0.1 n.8 
-18.0 64.0 -41.0 
-13.9 63.7 -41.0 
0.6 1.7 -3.9 
-0.4 l.4 -3.4 
99.8 -8.0 -43.1 
!00.0 -7.7 -43.0 
-56.2 -25.5 99.9 
-51.9 -25.5 100.0 
-53.0 100.0 -39.I 
-53.4 99.6 -39.2 
-44.6 92.6 -38.9 
-44.I 92.2 -388 
-42.0 86.0 -35.3 
-41.7 85.8 -34.9 
-1.5 2.1 -5.5 
-3.7 4.7 -5.l 
-45.5 -14.3 -37.l 
-1.2 0.6 -0.9 
1.4 -0.5 1.0 
52.6 29.4 48.6 
53.4 29.9 48.8 
45.4 -36.4 32.9 
-60.1 42.7 -46.l 
-53.8 44.0 -41.2 
-54.I 64.5 -42.0 
-53.3 65.0 -41.7 
52.0 -87.5 37.9 
52.7 -88.6 37.7 
-34.0 -6.7 -24.8 
-26.7 66.3 -19.8 





































































Table 4.3: Correlatiou coefficieuts IPI between input and output variables 
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4.1.4 NN output anaJysis 
Once the NN is trained, it is necessary to divide the output spac<· in zories, rnrr"-
sponding to the different kinds of final states. First of ali, tlw <listrib11tio11 in output 
space has to be analyzed by doing projection over subspaces. Taki11g tlw uutput 
variables in pairs there are ten possible cornbinations siuce we have five uul¡rnt 
variables. Let's examine the projection of the simulated sample distrilrnl.1011 º"''r 
those two-dimensional sub-spaces, but only for the two kin<ls which correspond lu 
the given pair of outputs. In the ideal case, the best cut to separate tlw two ki11ds 
of events in question would be a straight line with uuit slo¡w and zern iutt'rcepl, or 
in other words one event belongs to a zone if the ratio of out.puts is gr<:ater tl1a11 
one, to the other in the opposite case. In the actual situatio11, it is necessary to do 
a sean over that sub-space by varying the slope of the straight line, seard1i11g fur 
the point where the ratio efficieucy over background for both kinds is equal. 'l'lie 
slopes can be pararneterized by the ten variables 0,1 , related to the pairs uf outp11ts 
o; ando; 
(4.5) B,1 = tan- 1(o,/o1 ) 
The distributions of simulated events in this new pararnetrizatiou are sliow 11 in lip,urt• 
4.10 and 4.11. Iu the figure, the distributiou of the variable 0,1 is 011ly plott..d fu1 
kinds i and j. As can be seen in the figure the distribution for ki11d 1 is peakt:d 
around O;; = 90 while for kind j the distribution is peaked arou11d 0,1 = O. 
Considering only the distribution for the kind i and tlie kind j in tlw variill,Ie 
O;j, the efficiencies and backgrounds are computed. The distributiu11s iil'<' dividt:d 
in two zones by a cut x., in 0,1 , the zone i is defined by x., < 0,1 <- 90 a11d the 
zone j is defined by O< 0,1 < x,1 . Then we have the four numbers 11,,, 11, 1 , 11 1 , and 
nn, which are respectively the number of events of kiud i that are in zone 1, tlie 
number of events of kind i that are in zone j, the nurnber of evenb of ki11d J t.hat 
are in zone i and the number of events of kind j that are in zo11e J. 
The background of kind j in kind i is 
(4.6) n)I -bl, :=Hu+ Tli:, 
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Figure 4.10: Tan- 1(0;/03 ) for (i,j) = (1,2),(1,3),(1,4),(1,5),(2,3); in each case 
only the corresponding kinds i and j are plotted. 
and the efficiency for kind i is 
(4.7) Tlit 
e1 == n" + n,, . 
A running cut in the interval defined by O < X•i < 90 is applied to obtain the 
efficiencies e, and e,, and the backgrounds b,3 and b1, as a function of the cut X•i 
(see figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14). 
In general, the ratio of the efficiency over background e,/b1 , is a monotonically 
decreasing function of tbe cut X•i and conversely the ratio of the efficiency over 
backgrouud e1 /b,1 is a monotouically increasing fuuction of the cut x,1 . Titen, in 
the geueral case, there exists a val ue of the cut variable x ,1 where both ratios take 
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Figure 4.11: Tan- 1(0;/01 ) for (i,j) = (2,4),(2,5),(3,4),(:!,5),(4,5); i11 <:<uh r<tS<· 
only the corresponding kinds i and j are plotted. 
the same value. Therefore, to keep these ratios equakd, the sean i11 c11t varial,I" 
should be performed in a in ter val around this point defined by tlw dilf(·w11<" .,f 
those ratios. The relati ve difference of tlwse ratios is 
(4.8) le,/b,, - e,/b:i_I 6.qeb,1 = -;:¡b,, + e
1
/b,, 
Tbe ten quantities 6.qeb,1 are cornputed as the sean iu rnt variable is pcrfor111ed 
and tbey are sbown in figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14. To keep all 6qt·b,, ~U.ti tlw l<·11 
variables XiJ should be keep in the intervals defined iu table 4.4. This is e<¡uiv,d,·111 
in a conventional analysis to avoiding cuts in distributious al places wht·r<' t.lw r"'11ll 
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Figure 4.13: Binary Etficieucy, Background and 6.qrb,1 for 
a) i = 2 j = 3; 
b) i = 2 j = 4; 
e) i = 2 j = 5; 
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Figure 4.14: Binary Efficiency, Background and Llqeb,1 for 
a) i = 3 j = 5; 
b) i == 4 j == 5. 
¡-rx:~TdegfT x,,:;: (<legJl 
Xs2 16.0 74.0 
X21 6.00 5'2.0 
X13 70.0 89.0 
XJ.4 70.0 89.0 
Xs1 1.72 77.3 
Xs3 4.73 89.7 
Xs• 12.8 89.9 
X23 16.I 89.2 
Xu 38.4 89.9 
X1• 82.4 89.9 
Table 4.4: lntervals of scanning on NN output space 
One Kind, One Zone 
The output space is a five-dimensional space, aud according to definitions iu previ-
ous sections, it can be divided in five zones. Let's take the planeo, oJ> and define 
._.. 
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a 4-dimensional object or hyper-plane o; == S.o1 , which intersects it in a straight 
line with intercept equal to zero and any slope S. This object divides the plane 
o, 0 1 in two semi-planes, while it divides the whole space in two semi-spaces. lt is 
possible to have ten of these byper-planes, one for each pair of coordinates, aud they 
can be considered in groups of four to form the boundaries of a zone. By addiug 
the five zones defined in this way, the whole 5-dimensional space is rwt rwn'ssarily 
recovered, and tbe intersectiou of auy two of thern is not necessarily en1pty, u11l<·ss 
these hyper-planes are defined as follows: LeL's take t.he straight li1w wliid1 pa.,s.·s 
through the origin of the 5-dimeusional space a11d has direction <'osirws c1 , c2 • <'.1, <' 4 
and c5 , and assume that it is the iutersection of ali ten hyper-plarws. 'l'lwn tlw 
equations o,== S.o
1 
have the solutioll o, ""(c,/c1 ).o1 . Therefore, we have a slr<tiglit 
line in the 5-dimensional space, defined through the five cosi1w c1 , c2 ,C.1.<'<, a11d "'· 
which are not all independent sin ce the relation, 
(4.9) Le, == J 
is satisfied. Then, only four degrees of freedom are available to vary tlw rnt iu 
output space. 
Finally the five zoues are defined by 
• zone 1 
(4.10) 
• zone 2 
(4.11) 
• zone 3 
(4.12) 
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Once a cut is defined in output space, it is possible to compute the efficiency matrix 
E,1 as the probability of having an event of kind j in zone i. A good approximation 
is the fraction of events j that fall in zone i, that is 
( 4.15) n¡1 E,,= N, 
where n,1 is the number of events of kind j that fall in zone i , while N, is the total 
number of events of kind j. For kind 5 , the two-photon final state, we have six 
sub-kinds, and the probability of having an event of that kind is the weighted sum 
of probabilities for the six sub-kinds. 
(4.16) m,k n,s = LT; 
k 
where m;k is the number of simulated events for sub-kind k that fall in zone i and 
Lk is the generated luminosity. The total number of events for kind 5 is 
(4.17) N5 = L Mk 
k Lk 
where Mk stands for the total numbers of events of sub-kind k. 
Then we know the probability of any event of kind j falls in zone i, but we want 
to know the probability of any event in zone í belongs to kind j, this is related to 
the inverse of the efficiency matrix. 
It is easy to see that the efficiency matrix satisfies the relation (see appeudix B) 
(4.18) Ek = z 
where k is a live di111<:usioual vector wlw"· components are tlw number of events of 
eacl1 kind, while z is a live dimensional vector whose components are the nurnber of 
events in each zone. lf K is the space of k vectors aud Z is the space of z vectors then 
........ 
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Figure 4.15: Linear transformation E,where the inverse E- 1 trausform' z, int<> k, 
E is a linear transformation that establishes a one to one correspon(kuce b..twc·t·n 
the spaces K and Z (see figure 4.1.4). This transformatiou is reversil>lt· vi;, t.ht> 
inverse of the efficiency matrix E. Assuming that the simulatiou is acnnak. tlw 
observer data which are classilied into different :tones to yield a vector 2, would 
imply a produced number of events giveu by 
(4.19) k, E-rz, 
Best cut 
If the distributiou of simulated data in output space matdwd perft'ctly tl1<tt of t lw 
real data, it would be uunecessary to select a cut, and in fact it would lw t.ot ally 
uunecessary to train a neural uet. But this is not tlw cas<: with our sí11rnlal.<'d d«l •t. 
To select oue of the infiuite <lifferent cuts in output spac<: w<: ti><' tire crit.cri.1 of 
mínimum systematic error. The systernatíc error can lw reduced if we red un· t lw 
mutual background and if we iuuease the ef!icieucies for tlie dilfne11t. ki11ds. 
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The number of events for kind i in real data is 
(4.20) k, = L,E,; 1z1 
in order to define efficiency and background an analogy is used with the formula 
(4.21) k1 =Za - biza 
e; 
where b,z, stands for the number of background events and e, for the ef!iciency. In 
terms of the rnatrix E- 1 , we have that the efficiency is 
(4.22) e,= E,~1 
while the fractional background is 
(4.23) b, = ---E!lz L,E,;1z1· 
u 'J#-1 
We now define the relative dilference of efficiency over background for a pair of final 
states as 
(4.24) I ~ - rl b, - _, ti.eob,1 = ~ <:J. 
b, b, 
Note that it is not possible to compute this quantity before measuring z,. 
Finally, the cut which minirnizes the quantity 
(4.25) II ti.eob,1 
«; 
has beeu chosen as the best cut. 
The distributions of the two input variables which are the two rnost correlated 
with each output are shown in figures 4.16 tbrough 4.23. 
Each figure shows five distributious for eacl1 variable, correspondíng to the events 
that fall iuto the five zoues defined l>y the l>est cut. lt is evident that the N N 
classifiration is highly accurate. 
.._.. 
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Figure 4.16: Oistribution of E,·h,hl for each :wue of oulput space. 'l'liis \·;ui;tl1k is 
the rnost correlated with the output rclated to tau evt·uts, aud it is t.I .. · "" 011d 111<isl 
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Figure 4.17: Distribution of ne,hl for each zone of output space. This variable is 
the most corr.-lated with tbe output related to bhabha events. 
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of nµ,ld for each zone of output space. Th" v<H.1<tl,lt- ·1, 
the most correlated with the outpul related to muou eveuts. 
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of nch,hl for each zone of output space. This variable is 
the most correlated one with the output related to hadron events. 
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Figure 4.20: Distribution of n~.h• for each zone of uutput space. 'l'his varia!,¡,. is 
the second most correlated with the output related to hadrnu eveuts. 
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Figure 4.21: Distribution of L for each zone of output space. This variable is the 
most correlated with the output related to two photon events. 
Figure 4.22: Distribution of Pi.hi for each zoue of output space. Tliis varid¡,¡,. ¡, tlw 
second most correlated with the output related to twu-photo11 «Veuts. 
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Figure 4.23: Distribution of cosOmopa,hl for each zone of output space, amplified 
around cosOmopa,h• = 1 by plotting Logw(I - cos0,,. 0 pa,h•). This variable is the 
second most correlated with the output related to tau events. 
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4.1.5 Results of NN selection 
The efliciency matrix whicb corresponds to the best cut is 
(
0.9822 0.0002 0.0029 0.0376 º·ºººº] 0.0072 0.9980 0.0046 0.0876 0.1181 
E= 0.0001 0.0000 0.9909 0.0049 0.0000 
0.0105 0.0017 0.0015 0.8650 0.005-1 
0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0049 o 8766 




E- 1 = ·-0.0000 
-0.0123 
0.0001 
-0.0002 -0.0029 -0.0442 0.0003 ) 
1.0022 -0.0045 -0.1004 -0.1344 
-O 0000 1.0091 -0.0057 0.0000 
-0.0019 -0.0017 1.1569 -0.0068 
··0.0001 0.0000 -0.0065 1.1409 
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For cornparison purposes, the data used for the aualysis were chos<"11 tu lw tlw 
set of ali 1991 runs at the Z0 peak, selected by the ALEPll electrowe<tk worki11g 
group. This ensures an equal data set to start with for ali the eifftroweak cross 
sections. Out of the 7.9 pb- 1 of the runs qualified as PEltFect and M:\ Ylk by tlw 
ALEPH run quality group taken in 1991, 7.5 pb- 1 have been selected. Tlie 111<ti11 
reasons for the rejection of 0.4 pb- 1 have been DAQ problems, failures of Tl'C 
sectors, and failures of the LCAL event builder (bad lurninosity ). 
For ali events, the XLUMOK flag is required to be set. This 111t'<t11s proper 
functioning of ali parts of ECAL, both sides of LCAL, the Tl'C (only <ts far"" it is 
used for the tracking, not dE/dx), the ITC, ali parts of llCAL and tlw trigger 111 
particular, the single rnuon trigger, the single charged electromagnetic trigger, tll<' 
triggers on the ECAL energy in the barre!, in either endcap, iu botli e11dcaps, a11d 
the LCAL tower coiucidence triggers, are required to be euabled. 
After applying the cuts defincd in sectiou 4.1.3, the set uf re<tl dat<t is cuu1p•>0<·d 
of 233420 events, which are classified by the Neural Net in tlw ti ve zrnies, res11lt111g 
in the nurnber of events in each zone 
( 
13787 l 200377 
z = 9566 
86:~5 
1055 
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Finally applying equation (4.19), the corrected number of events is ootaine<l. 
( 
13602.7 l 199676.0 
k = 9597.88 
9410.66 
1132.76 
The vector k is the best estimator of the number of events of eacb final state 
kind which fall within the cuts described in section 4. l.3. The acceptan<e of each 
process for these cuts is slightly different, and is liste<l in table 4.5. lt should be 
noted that for the measurement of the observable Q, only the difference in the 
acceptance of two processes is relevant. Also, the acceptance quoted for Bhabha 
events is arbitrarily chosen to correspon<l to the angular range generated in the 
simulation. 
event kind Number of events acceptance Acc. corr. events 
Electrons 13602.7 0.5578 24384.7 
Hadrons 199676.0 0.8635 231239.6 
Muons 9597.88 0.8504 11286.0 
Taus 9410.66 0.8335 11290.5 
Table 4.5: Number of events corrected by acceptance 
4.2 Statistical errors 
The statistical error of Q is computed by assuming that the outcome of an e+e-
collision inside the acceptance, falls in one of the five zones defined above. Tberefore, 
the distribution of events obeys a five-nomial distribution. If n, is the number of 
eveuts in zone i, the probability of having the set n; : i = l, .. ., 5 is given by 
(4.26) NI P(n1,n2, ... ,ns) = 1 1 ; 1 1P~1p~2p;Jp~·~p~5· 
n1.tt 2 .n 3.n ... n5. 
Assuming that the total number of events is uot a random va.riable, the covariauce 
matrix of the number of events n, and 111 is given by 
....-
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(4.27) cov(n.,n,) = {-Np,p, if z /e j 
Np,(1--p,) ifz=J 
were N is the total number of eveuts. The varian<e of q as a fu11cl Íull of t lw 1111llllwrs 
n., a(Q(n,)), is computed usiug the approximate formula 
(4.28) 2 ~ oQ¡ aQ ¡ u(Q)=¿_,u -¡¡- cov(11.,11,) 
•.J n1 n,=µ., 1l1 ri1=µ1 
where µ correspon<ls to tbe uumber of evenb actually oiJS<erved. '[(, cu111p11l<' tlw 
statistical error of tbe number uf hadro11ic eveuts, Nhad, it lia" lweu ass1111wd tliat 
the quantities z, are distributed followiug a l'oissou distributio11; siwe i11 this '"'"' 
the assumption tbat the total number of events iuside the acceptance is a ra11du111 
variable is not valid, tben the variance is z,. 
The statistical errors are giveu in table 4.6 
J Quantity 1 Statistical~ 





Table 4.6: Statistical errors 
._--·---
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4.3 Systematic errors 
The study of systematic errors is divided in two sections. The first one studies 
errors introduced by the finite statistics of the simulated data sample. The second 
explores the effects of miss-simulations of the input variable distributions. 
4.3.1 Statistics in simulated data 
The systematic error related to statistics in simulated data has been computeJ in 
the same way as the statistical error of the measurement. (see section 4.2). The 
events from each kind of simulated data are assumed to be distributeJ six-nornially, 
(eq. 4.26) with the sixth type of event being those that fall outside the acceptance. 
Therefore, the covariance matrix for the kind k of simulated data is 
(4.29) {
-Np,kPjk 
cov(n;.,n,k) = Np,k(I - p,k) 
if i # j 
if i = j 
where N is the number of generated events for that kind and Pik is the probahility 
of falling in zone i. 
In this case, the partial derivatives of eq. (4.28) have been computed by numerical 
methods. 
4.3.2 Input variable distributions 
Comparíson of the distributions of input variables for real and simulated data shows 
that their shapes are well reproduced, but sorne of their mean values disagree. 
Therefore, the systematic errors coming from miss-simulations are estirnated by 
shifting the distributions of input variables in simulated data and observing the 
effect on the value of Q. To compute the amount of shift for an input variable 
for a kind of simulated data, three steps are followed: First, the mean value of the 
distribution in the zoue belonging to that kind is computed; second, the mean value 
for real dat<1 in tlie same 2one is computed; finally, the distribution of the variable 
is shifteJ by the difference between real an simulated data. The shifts applied are 
summarized in table 4.7, where the following remarks have to be made: 
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when shifting Ech, if ne+ n,. + nch S 3 for an hemisphere then, if Ech > Ebeam 
then Echis set equal to Ebeam, as the Energy flow algorithm saturates tlie 
energy of a given track when it is above the beam energy. 
Ll.nne = -b.n..,, since the total number of neutral tracks is well simulat<-d and 
therefore the shift has to be made keeping this number unchauged i11 order to 
not overestirnate the related systematic error. 
Systematic errors dueto variables that become irrelevant i11 tlw N N a11alysis, 
like n1u or Efo has not been quoteJ. 
For the variables cosfh 1 and cosfh 2 the systematic <:rrors hav<: lweu esti111<d.t•d 
by smearing the Jistrihutions , i.e. tliey have beeu co11volute<l wit.h a /.\""' 
sian distribution with a standard Jeviation uf 7 x lü_., which would lw t.lw 
resolution in cosOh,. 
The systematic errors are summari2ed in table 4.8, where the <·rrnr iud1c.1t.-d 
on the first line is due to the tiniteness of the simulated data set. Finally, tlw 
systematic errors were added quadratically, keeping separate tlios<' wliidi produn· 
positive and negative changes in Q. The error coming fro11J the st.il.i,tl<'s of 1 lw 
simulated data was added on both sides. 
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Variable 1 Shift 
1 bhabha hadron muon tau two phot 
Ech,h1 0.61 0.22 0.16 0.19 0.27 
Ech,h2 0.61 0.22 0.16 0.19 0.27 
Ene,hl -0.703 -1.08 
-0.068 -0.397 
-0.93 
Ene,h2 -0.703 -1.08 





n,.,h1 9.5 X 10-3 
n,.,h2 9.5 X 10-3 
nch,hl 5 X 10-3 
nch,h2 5 X 10-3 
n-,,h1 0.1192 -0.541 
-7.8e-3 -0.058 
-0.362 
n-,,h2 0.1192 -0.541 
-7 .8e-3 -0.058 
-0.362 
nne:,hl 0.0538 0.43 0.0146 0.077 -0.106 
nne,h2 0.0538 0.43 0.0146 0.077 -0.106 
L 
-4 X 10 4 
P1,h1 -.4 
P1,h2 -.4 
y 3.7 X 10-3 
M 
-3.8 X 10-3 
N 
-l.19 X 10-3 
sh1 4.85e-3 
-6.2 x io-0 
Sh2 4.85e-3 
-6.2 X 10-3 
cosBmopa,hi J.5 X 10_, 






Table 4. 7: Shifts applied to input variables to compute systematics errors 
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/ Variabl~ b;C{,_ J t:,q, ~Nhad 1 
stat me 0.01284 0.05844 29.33 
Ecn,ni -0.00096 0.05945 15.95 
Ecn,h2 0.00152 0.09898 33.08 
Ene,hl 0.00029 0.00759 3.70 
Ene,h2 -0.00509 -0.11318 49.17 
TLe,hl -0.00018 0.01816 -1.09 
fle,h2 -0.00029 0.01208 -2.66 
nµ,ht 0.02257 0.00493 -3.97 
nµ,h2 0.02086 0.00123 -4.42 
nch,hl -0.00008 -0.00156 l.00 
nch,h2 -0.00002 -0.00002 -0.25 
n,.,h1 0.00244 0.01460 14.02 
n-,,h2 -0.00091 0.0112 4 .. 58 
nne,hl 0.00023 0.01271 3.25 
nne,h2 0.00014 0.00841 2.08 
L -0.00119 -0.01182 -4.48 
cosBni 0.00000 0.00000 0.02 
cosB,2 0.00000 0.00000 0.02 
P1,h1 -0.00072 -0.01402 8.83 
P1,•2 -0.00019 -0.00165 -2.19 
y 
-0.00182 -0.02135 -l:U7 
M -0.00257 0.03501 21.'28 
N -0.00213 
-0.0'2705 -15.89 
Sh1 -0.00365 0.00657 -2.77 
S,2 -0.00197 -0.00704 8.39 
cosBmopa,h1 -0.00083 -0.00735 -4.94 
cos0mopa,h2 o.ooon -0.01330 -8.94 
b,if> 
-0.00090 0.03749 10.88 
w;, 0.00141 -0.00878 -6.78 
w;2 -0.00106 -0.00999 2.95 
- -~~~:;t] Total+ 0.03343 0.13901 Total- -o.0152C T!3942 
Table 4.8: Systematics errors. Total+ is the quadratic cumbinat.io11 of pus1tiv<· 
errors, while Total- is the quadratic combination of negative errurs. 
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4.4 Results Qµ, Qr and Nhad 
In summary, the corrected number of events and the estimated acceptance for each 
final state (table 4.5), together with the statistical and systematic error estimates 
(table 4.6 and 4.8), yield the experimental results: 
Q,, = 20.489 ± 0.216(stat.) + 0.034 - 0.015(syst.) 
QT = 20.481±0.240(stat.) + 0.127 - 0.128(syst.) 
Nhad = 231239.6 ± 447.6(stat.) + 50.7 - 67.2(syst.) 
The luminosity measuered for this this set of data is L = 7546.4 ± I6.9nb- 1 then 
the total cross section for hadron events is 




Results and Conclusions 
Three different quantities ha ve been meas u red in this work; two of tbem are !.J µ ""d 
QT defined by eqs. (2.l) and (2.:.!), while tbe third one is the number of hadro11ir 
events Nhad, which has been cornbined with the measured lurninosity to give tlw 
hadronic cross section ªh· The lurninosity of 7.5pb- 1 corresponds to the 1991 ¡wriod 
of ALEPH experiment. 
The experimental results are sumrnarized in table 5.1 
Q,, 20.489 ± 0.216(stat.) + 0.034 - 0.015(sy~~T~)-
QT 20.481±0.240(stat.) + 0.127 - O.I28(syst.) 




Table 5.1: Experimental results for Q,., QT and ª" 
5.1 On R 
The theoretical formulas for Qµ , QT and ª" given in section 2.:l have been fitte<l 
to the experimental values by varying the four parameters Mz, l'z, a~ a11d H.. The 
parameters Mz and fz have been very loosely constraine<l. The results fro111 the 
fit are summarized in table 5.2. The coufideuce level is C.L. == 51%. As explai11ed 
in section 2.3.3, the sensitivity lo Mz and I'z is prartically null. The measurt>111e11t 
of ah is used to constrain a2, which has a small correlation to R. As t·xpedt·d. tlrt> 
value of R is well determined by the measurement. 
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CA!z(GeV) ! fz(GeV) ! a2(nb) ! R ~ 
Estimation 1 91.0 ± 10.0 1 2.5 ± 2.4 1 41.0 ± !O.O 
Fit I 91.2 ± 2.5 1 2.5 ± 2.0 1 41.6 ± 6.7 20.68 ± 0.16(stat) ± 0.06(syst.) 
Table 5.2: R from fit of Qµ QT and ah 
5.2 On O:'.s 
To obtain º• from the simultaneous fit of Qµ, Q 7 and ah, we have replaced R for its 
development in terms of o,/7r. The quotient of the hadronic partía! width without 
QCD corrections over the leptonic partía! widtb, Ro, has been assumed, then o, 
can be determined with an error élo, ~ 7rélR/ R 
Taking Ro = 19.943 (reí. [8)) tbe results from the fit are summarized in table 
5.3. Tbe confidence leve! is C.L. = 51% 
l_M _ _:?(_GeVl \ fz(GeV) 1 a2(nb) 1 o, ] 
Estimation 1 91.0 ± 10.0 1 2.5 ± 2.4 1 41.0 ± JO.O 
Fit 1 91.2 ± 1.3 1 2.5 ± 0.6 1 41.6 ± 5.3 1 0.109 ± 0.023(stat) ± 0.004(syst) 
Table 5.3: o, from fit of Qµ Q 7 and ah 
5.3 Conclusions 
A new method for classifying final states in the process e+ e- --+ Z0 --+ J J, where J is 
a charged ferrnion, has been developed. Tbe method simultaneously maxirnizes tbe 
efliciencies and minimizes the background for ali the species. In addition, the Neural 
Net can utilize information from ali the ALEPH subdetectors and also exploit their 
correlations. The method yields measurements with small systematic errors. 
The results presented for the 1991 ALEPH data set compare well with the 
results of the publisbed traditional analysis. lt is desirable to compare the value of 
o, obtained from R to those from event shape analyses, at precisions of 10%. The 
low systernatics of the metbod presented will allow this comparison to be perfonned 
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Neural Networks have become a very useful too! for event dassification and 111un· 
generaly, in pattern recognition problerns where the number of variabks to cons1der 
is large. The "back propagation" rnethod of training has become pop1ilar to solve 
these kinds of problems. In High Energy Physics, especially iu the last deradt>, tht> 
use of Neural Nets has increased, from practically nothing until severa! dozen data 
analyses publisbed per year. This work consists in tbe developmeut of a 1ww trai11i11g 
metbod based on tbe "back propagation" method, which has beeu modilied i11 ord<·r 
to have an independent temperature for eacb neuron. In addition, an alglturitl1111 uf 
growtb has been developed (i.e. the cbange of the arquitecture during the traiuiug 
proccess). Since tbe training is stochastic (i.e. the parameters are rnodilied for ead1 
event showed to tbe NN), tbe mix of the different kinds of events to [,,. dassified 
is performed on-line, in order to optimize the NN to the actual proportions of ead1 
kind tbat will be found in real data, as well as to increase tbe arnount uf evenb for 
the kinds that are least well known for the NN. 
The algorithm and the special features described above has beeu coded i11 a 
program called Master In Neuron Developement (MIND). 
A.1 Neuron response and NN Arquitecture 
A Neural Net is a set of formally ideutical fu11ctions (neurons) whose argu¡¡w11ts aw 
linear combinations of the values of the other functíons (axons). Tlw cudlici<·nt.s 
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of these linear combinations are called weights (activation level of the axon), the 
value of each function or activation function is called the neuron output while its 
argument is the input. In the arquitecture of "forward feed net" the information 
tlows in only one way and the net topology is such that none of the neurons are 
connected in such a way that its output is retlected in its input, or in other words 
the value of one function is independent of itself. 
The NN is composed of severa! layers. lf the information flow is followed, the 
first one is the input )ayer, where the number of neurons is equal to the nurnber of 
variables. The last layer is the output !ayer, and its number of neurons is equal to 
the number of kinds to distinguish. In between are found the hidden layers, wbose 
quantity and number of neurons can be varied. In order to determine the hidden 
!ayer topology, an algorithm of "learn-and-grow" has been developed. 
A graphical representation of a feed forward Neural Net can be seen in figure 
A.l. Eeach neuron is represented by a circle, and its connections are represented 
by bars with widths proportional to the weight of the connection. 
Figure A.l: Grafical representation of a Neural Net. The circles represent tbe neu-
ron, while the straigth lines represent the weigths Wki· Each neuron has associated 
a temperature which is the inverse of the parameter fJ and a chemical potential µ. 
The activation function has to be limited by two assymptotes or saturation 
values, typically 1 and O, and it has to have a range where the argument is aprox-
imately linear, which is called the sensitivity range. A function that fulfills these 
requirements is the sigmoid function 
r 
A.1 Neuron response and NN Arquitecture 
(A.l) 1 O(/) = ¡ + ellu-,,¡ 
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where the input lis the linear combination of previous !ayer outputs using weights 
W;1 . Therefore, the input for neuron i is 
(A.2) /, = L IV,, .o, 
µ is called the "chernical potencial" in aualogy with lhe dislribuli<lll in ent>rgy uf 
occupation numbers in a F'errni- Dirac gas, and fJ is called tlie in verse of tlw lem 
perature for the same reason (see figure A.2). 
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Figure A.2: Sigmoid function with f3 = 10 and µ = 0.5. 
The Net training process, consists of varying the parameters W,n ¡i and I' in 




E = 2 L L (o, -· d} )2 
sample ;=I 
where j runs from 1 to Nk, being Nk the number of neurons iu the output fdyer. 
0 1 is the output value of the output neuron j, while d1 is the desired 011tpul for 
the same neuron. F'or an event of kiud i, d1 takes tl1e value dJ = o,J (i.e. dJ 1 if 
i = j, and di =O if i # j). 
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A.2 Extended Back Propagation method 
A stochastic rnethod is used to rninirnize the energy of the sarnple. lt consists of 
varyiilg the Net pararneters W;j, (J, and µ 1 event by event, along a direction opposite 
to the energy gradient. Given eqs. (A.I) and (A.2), the output O, of the neuron i 
is a function of the weights W1; and the pararneters (J; and µ, 
(A.4) º·=o, ((J;(/; - µ;)) 
Then the energy of the sarnple is a functional, 
(A.5) E= E(W,.,(Jk.µk; ln.,dnJ 
where In, is the value of the input variable nurnber n; while dn
0 
is the dessired value 
of the output neuron nurnber n0 • The cornponents of the energy gradient are given 
by 
(A.6) o E ao. "W =l>•-a (J.o, 
u lk ak 
o E aok 
- = - .6.k-fJk 
oµ< oak 
&E aok 
ofJ. =.6.k ºªk (h - µk), 
where 
(A.7) " _ {ºk - dk if k is an output neuron, 4..lok - &O · 
L:m WkmfJm~.6.m otherw1se. 
and 
(A.8) ª< = fJ<(h - µk) 
Note that these equations are valid for the family of functions whose argumeut 
are a combinatiou of fJk, h, µk, like inª<· Ju particular if we choose the sigmoid 
(A.!) as the activation functiou, its derivatives are giveu by 
(A.9) ~Om =Om(l-Om)· 
uam 
r 
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A.3 Taking a step 
The gradient A.6 is cornputed for each event and the changes in Net pararnetns for 
event i are given by 
o E 
(A.10) (t>W,k), = sl;'EI + I(6.W1.J,_ 1 
o E 
(A.11) (6.µk), = sl~EI + 1(6.µ<),_ 1 
o E 
(A.12) (.6.1h). = s ¡;1f;¡ + /(.6.;J.),_¡ 
The step s is cornputed for event i by the equation 
E, 1 
(A.13) s = sº(E) l'VEI 
where E; is the event energy and (E) is the sample mean energy. 
The inertia I is is_the fraction of the previous step that is being vect.orialy add.-d, 




!E, - (E)I 
j(E2) - (E)2 
A.4 Simulated data treatement 
A.4.1 rescaling 
The input variables are transformed in order to have a range in tlw interval ¡o, l J 
for the input neurons. The transformation for input variable .e is 
1 
X - (x) ] 
(A.15) X = -- + -6or 2 
with 
(A.16) o;= (.c2) _ (.r)2 
where the mean values (x) and (x2 ) are taken over lhe full sample. This transfor 
rnation rnaps the interval [-3o,, +:lo,] to the interval [O, l] 
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A.4.2 On-line mixing 
The sample of simulated data is constituted for events of different kinds but not 
necessarily in the proportion that would be found in real data. The mixing of these 
kinds is performed during the training process. This feature allows to modify the 
proportions to optimize the final parameters. The mixing is performed to have the 
maximum eficiency for each kind and the mínimum background (see next section). 
A.4.3 sampling the sample 
The parameters of the minimization process (so, /0 ) have to be changed, when the 
minimization problem changes its scale. The input sample is divided in sets of 
events, which have to be large enough to have statistical significance, but they 
small enough to allow a change on minimization parameters to prevent divergences. 
That set of events constitutes a Loop. 
A.5 On-line Efliciency and Background 
During the minimization process, efficiences and backgrounds can be computed 
assuming a "central" cut, meaning that an event is classified as belonging to a kind 
when the corresponding output is the largest one. Then an efficiency matrix is 
obtained which has to be corrected by factors to have the estimated proportions 
in real data. This permits to compute efficiencies and backgrounds that one would 
have if the sub-sample had the actual proportions. Therefore we have a quantity 
to evaluate the qualily of the classification, that is the quotient of eficiency over 
background. Depending on this quality, the on-line mixing is modified to increase 
the number of events of each kind inversely proportionally to that quotient. 
A.6 Slope as index of activity 
At the end of each Loop, the energy mean value of each kind is computed, and the 
mean value of these numbers is calculated to yield a global mean value. Then a 
straight liue is fitted over previous global mean values as a function of the number of 
loops. Therefore the slope of this straight line is considered an index of variation, 
........ 
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which is used to modify the parameters of the minimization, or to decide on a 
mutation as will be described in the next section. 
A.7 Changing minimization parameters 
The minimization parameters are modified dependiug on the slope. Whell the slo¡w 
is negative but insidea given range, s0 is increased by 10%; when the slope is positive 
and inside that range, s0 is unchanged but wbeu the slope is above that range "'" is 
decreased by 10%. 
A.8 Mutation of a NN 
With a given arquitecture, it is possible to reach a certain leve! of separatiu11 uf the 
diferent kinds. Once that point has been reached it is desirable to rn11ti11ue wilh 
a new arquitecture, normally the most simple extension, without loosi11g what J¡¡i.s 
been previously learned. The parameter that controls the mutatiou uf lhe N N is t ht· 
slope h defined previously. The conditions to mutate are fulfilled wheu the absolut.e 
value of the slope falls below a threshold (typically :10- 5 ). When the NN has only 
two layer (i.e. input an output) the mutation in creases the N N in onf' layers, adding 
a hidden !ayer with the same nurnber of ueurons as 
the output !ayer. In turn, when the NN has three or more layers, the mutation 
only increases in one neuron one of the hidden layers, beginiug with the !ayer closest 
to the output. lf the previous !ayer has the same number of ueurons, the rnutation 
modifies that !ayer instead. In others words, going frorn the input to the output, the 
Net never has two consecutive layers one larger than the other, with the exceptiou 
of the input !ayer in relation to the first hiddeu !ayer. When the rnutation results 
in adding a !ayer, the old output !ayer becomes the last hidden 011e, aud a tme to 
one correspondence is set betweeu neurons of these two layers. Tlierefore, the uew 
weights and f3 pararneter are set to one if they connect t.wo correspondiug 11euro11s, 
while µ is set to .5; the rest of the new weights are set tu zero. Wheu the mutatio11 
results in adding one neuron, its parameters are set randomly in tht: interval ¡o, !J. 
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Appendix B 
Efficiency matrix and its inverse 
Given, the number of events of kind j that fall in zone í, n;,, the elements of the 
efficiency matrix E, are defined as 
(B.I) n,, E,,= k¡ 
where k, is the total number of events of kind j, defined as 
(B.2) k1 = Lnm;· 
Let's define the vector whose components are the total number of events that 
fa)! in zone i 
(B.3) z, =l:n,1 
l 
and let's compute the element i of the vector Ek 
(B.4) '°' '°' n,1 L.. E,1k1 = L.. -¡-k1 
l l 1 
=l:n,¡ 
l 
= z •. 
....... 
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Therefore the relationship 
(B.5) Ek = z 
Is valid. Converselly, the vector k can be computed using the j¡¡verse of ¡.;. 
(B.6) k = E- 1z. 
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